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"" Who's Watching Whom ? 
GOAT WATOHER 
"Right up there," says Alcan works planner Gordon" 
Ki~Ight as he points out the location of a swallow 
homestead a~.~vo the door of the smelter's west 
passageway. The feathered couple have been roosting in 
the plant for the past five years and Gordon Is delighted 
that a sign has been posted an the blackboard to caution 
paosers-by against disturbing the nest. (Courtesy of the 
Ingot, Alcan Smelters and Chemicals Ltd,) 
~ Laura Dando has found an interesting and unusual 
summer job through the Provincial Youth Em-  
ployment Program working with the Department of 
Fish and Wildlife studying mountain goats. 
Along with Bryan Foster, who is working toward his 
~?'~,~ masters degree in biology, Laura has been spending 
i 
i time on Maroon Mountain about 20 miles north of 
Terrace, watching goat activity and studying their 
behavior, interaction, habitat and productivity of the 
herd. 
At this point, she is compiling data which will be 
used for Bryan's thesis on the effect of hunting on the 
goat population. 
Laura began her summer job on May 31 and will be 
finished on August 31. A third year University of 
Victoria student, Laura • is majoring in primary 
education. The Provincial Youth Employment 
Program sponsors tudents werking in government 
jobs. 
Yukon Bonedry . . . .  
Rain Helped. More Needed 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The terednspots and he expected 
forest fire threat in northern them out in four or five days. 
British Columbia has been But, he said,"we could run 
reduced by rain Priday night into problems ff it gets hot 
and Saturday, B.C. Forest and dry for the next week or 
Service spokesmen said. so." 
A 3,000-acre blaze south of RCMP Constable Ralph 
Dawson Creek in nor-Hargravesaidinatelephane 
thWcotern B.C. was brought interview from Dawson 
under control Saturday after Creek that the ravaged area 
two nights of rain, said Paul mad been mapped out by 
Gevatkoff. infrared cameras to reveal 
He said the flames were any "batspcts" which could 
restricted to a few scat- flare up. He said the forest 
blaze, which had been B.C Briefs eontoined on thr"  sidee. • F r ster Terry Walker 
said crews were trying to 
• control its eastern flank in 
service was bringing out all 
the heavy equipment used to 
battle the fire. 
B.C.'s largest fire, a 7,000- 
acre blaze burning for 10 
days in the Kitimat Valley 
between Kitimat and 
Terrace, was still spreading 
Saturday night despite rain 
throughout the day. 
FIRE CONTAINED 
Randy Armltage of the 
forest service said about 325 
men were working to halt the 
rugged mountain terrain. He 
CHRISTIANS RATED. Granville street were estimated thecost of fighting 
VANCOUVER (CP) -  A ev.aeu.ated saf.e!y Sunday the fire at more than 
• when nre rtppea mrengn me $4oo oo 
mlsstonary from Uganda to- " l - r  of the downtow- ' "- . . . . .  
says,hat Ugandan President- ~w~'~"  't~A~i;~ ~,a  , , , - ,  o~:'±'~ ~'third :tore n~r  ,a~.n;. 
Idl Amlnnls conducting a ..'~--3,ss. ~K-~ ,,~,'~ ,m,~,; 1:l.u. was unoer control alter 
reign of terror against m_e.~ g~s~w~ .r~_ ~m expanding to  about I00 
Christians and tryingnto ~nj_~_c~,~am...e o~ m.ed..w o- acres, for~tr.y s~kesman 
m~L-~,  h |o  ~.nt ,n J~v  in t , ' ,  n mug'm U/~tz ty  w~4~ i lUL  lU lUWi l ,  1 ] .U l~q uamnceu ealu 
~,~'~,~,~'~t~'~"'e~,~,'~-~.'~ but officials aid it may have --l-n- the "Prince "George 
Joshun Kamya, amemberof neencanseonoyac|ga eue. district, the forest fire 
the Glad Tidingf Missionary MAN KILLED hazard remained high 
Society, said on his arrival 
here Saturday that 
Christians, including clerKy- 23, of Calgary, was killed 39 fires had been reported men, are on Amin's e~emx 
list. 
GUESTS EVACUATED kilometres from this com- them. 
: VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  munity in the southern He said a campfire bun is- 
; Guests at the Castle Hotel on British Columbia Interior. sued by the forestry ministry 
Friday for northernnB.C, be- 
cause of the hazardous 
conditions was still in effect, 
except in the Fort Nelson 
area. 
The ministry said the ban 
in the Prince George and 
Prince Rupert districts did 
not apply to provincial 
parks, provincial camp 
grounds, supervised picnic 
grounds, or any municipal 
grounds. 
In B.O. 
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One of the few unspoiled natural hot pools left for bathing • 
is this one in the woods nearLnkelse Lake, Only the trees 
know for sure whether this happy hatber.aiso has trunks - 
Operation Pitch In 
2:- :  : 
and they won't ell. if you really want to know. ask Bill 
Horswill - or the girl photographer who snapped this 
picture during the weekend. 
Helping Terrace Cleanup 
During the summer months, Terrace will be getting Leslie 
a thorough clean-up job with the halp of two summer 
students. 
Sunday's Tourist Alert 
. .VANCOUVER (CP) - Sunday's tourist alert issued by the RCMP. Following persons are 
requested tocontact the nearest RCMP detachment foron urgent personal message: 
..Mr. and Mrs.'Harold Casselman of Swift Current, Sask. 
..Joseph and Anne Flegcl of Klilmal, B.C. 
..Reg Freeland of Edmonton. 
-..~;~art!Hnttm~/o~-v~erin,~.,;~.-. ...... .-~ :, ............ • . . . . .  :. ::--.~ ~-:=::. '; t ~" " "  ............ 
..Amelis Ketl0 of VancOuver. ,. 
. ,Del and Marg Loraas of Calgary. 
,.Thomas Hugh McLcod of North Vancouver. 
,.Elmer Zimmer of Nlpawin, Sask. 
Saturday despite periodic 
PRINCETON (CP)  - -  rain during the day. Sisters Under The Skin 
Clarence Dale Hembrook, A forestry spokesman said 
Friday when his motorcycle and 52 men Using four 
collided with a moose on bulldozers and three 
Highway 3 about 30 helicopters were fighting • 
, !  
BURNABY, B,C. (CP)  - -  Dr. Blatherwick said 
~ The medical health director prospective mothers hould 
:ii oitheSimon Fraser Health be made aware of the 
Unit here has instructed his potential genetic harm 
nurses to warn pregnant which might result from 
i .women that chemicals in close contact with pets 
' flea collars on household wearing collars eentaining 
pots could cavse genetic the dangerous chemical. 
mutations in  their unborn ~ Dr. Bernard Hayes, the 
babies, field veterinarian at the 
Dr. John Blatherwick said ministry of agriculture who 
Friday he agrees with a reported on the potential 
reeently released provincial hazard, said the same 
ministry of agriculture chemical, known as 
report hat states the diexin dichlorvos, used.in some flea 
content of some flea coIlarf collars, is also present in the 
is unsafe. Vapona napes, strip • 
V.B. At Epidemic Level 
manufactured by Shell 
Canada. 
The~e are written 
precautions on the back of 
Vaeona warning that the 
strip be kept away from 
children and household pets. 
The pest control branch of 
the ministry of agriculture 
said dichlorvos is an organ- 
ophesphate with a "high" 
toxicity level, a teaspoon of 
which, if taken orally by an 
adult, would be lethal. 
• "• ,• 
Jenkiuson and Traeie LeBlond, two 
Calsdonia students, have been hired with a provincial 
grant to put Operation Pitch-In into effect. 
Fisherman from Ontario bviously prefers the fish.laden waters of smiling B.C, Scene 
along the Skeena River taken within Terrace city limits, not fur from where world'S 
record Spr~ng salmon was eenght last a few years ago. A more skeptical looking local 
resident watches, - Just in case. 
!!!~i 
The girls will be visiting businesses and local ser- 
vice clubs to arouse interest in an anti-litter cam- 
paign. 
"Our job is to clean up Terrace and make it more 
appealing," the girls said. 
Las l ie~md.Trae ie  will be going to local,stores nnd 
trying to get merchants interested in improving the 
appearance of the sidewalk~ and areas in front of their 
stores. Service clubs will hopefully assist the girls 
with clean-up along the highway 
Northwest Women In Crisis Society 
N.W.IC. are on call 24 hours 
a day. 
. . To  Increase efficiency, 
they have chosen to use an 
answering service. For this 
reason any person who calls 
the woman's crielN line will 
be asked to leave a telephone 
number where she can be 
reached, an~. a natn~ if she 
wishes. A worker wilt be 
contacted immediately, who 
will then return the ~ail. All 
conversations w,ql he kept 
confidential. 
..F,Jr more information or 
for help the number to call in 
Terrace is 638-8388. 
give it up for adopt/an. 
. .A crisis for a woman does 
not always involve sexual 
assault or abortion. 
There 
are many other things that 
women need to know about 
and have no place to get the 
~nformation. Theworkers at 
Beer Burglars 
One l~rsan who was the warehouse. 
arrested told officers he had Eight others, ages 17 to 19, 
crawled in the hole and. were also suspects, said 
another person clambered in 
after him and said, "Hi, I'm 
the one who punched the hole 
in the wall." The two then 
proceeded to haul out 
several cases of beer, said 
Murray. 
It ended early Wednesday 
when police arrested two 18- 
ycar-olds from Lake 
Stevens, Wash. and a 17. 
year.old Shelton, Wash. 
youth who had returned to 
Murray. 
Blunt said the run on his 
beer began when metal from 
a junk yard next door ac. 
cidently punched a small 
hole in the warehouse wall. 
He sai~ r,,~ ~as installed a 
new security ~ystem. 
"This is one of those things 
where a little protection will 
help- i t  stems th,~ tide, ' he 
said. 
EVERETT, Wash, (AP) -- 
Kim Blunt's beer 
distributing warehous~ 
sprung a leak of sorts this 
week, 
Eleven burglars working 
in three gangs climbed 
through the same hole in the 
warehouse wall several 
times and took 1,-800 battles 
of beer over three days, 
police saicL 
Spokesman Ken Murray 
said some of the burglars 
met each other for the first 
time inside the warehouse. 
.:;~ .. 
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..Last October a general 
meeting was called to 
develop a crinin service in 
Terrace for women who had. 
experienced or were con- 
cerned about rape or 
abortion. From this meeting 
the Northwest Women in 
Crisis Society was formed. A 
small core of committee 
women have been working to 
establish an efficient service 
to other women who are 
experiencing a per|od of 
stress• They will listen 
without Judgment to a 
woman In crisis as she 
makes her decisions and 
help her clarify what options 
are available to her today. 
There will be a worker on 
duty 24 hours" a day, 
everyday, to answer 
questions and to offer sup- 
port. She can be reached at 
638-8388. 
• .The word rape has roots in 
old English and at nne time 
meant: "to steal or damage 
another man's property," It 
later evolved to mean: "to 
steal or damage another 
man's woman." Although 
the meaning has changed 
slightly to mean "sexual 
assault," the court system 
today still treats a victim of 
rope as if she does not own 
her body. In,he enllghtened 
society that we live in today 
Iris hard to believe, hut true, 
that some people still think 
of women as being 
poNseaselons of men. unable 
to live and think for them- 
selves and dishonest. For 
these reasons, awoman who 
is sexually abused is 
mlst~ealed, . isbelieved and 
forced to go through a 
trauma which she did not 
warra/|t. Women in this 
situation ' need non- 
Jedgemental support from 
other women who wliI em- 
pathize with her. 
• .Because of the difficulties 
that a woman faces when she 
reports  an incident of sexua l  
renault, It Is estimated that 
only 10 percent of the sen 
assaults that do occur are 
reported. These assaults 
happen in homes, on streets, 
in large cities and in small 
towns. Any man can be n 
potential victim. Any man 
can be a potential rapist. 
Terrace had 4 reported 
sexual assaults in 1977. If 
this is carried out to include 
the 90 percent that may 
never get reported to the 
police, Terrace could have 
had 40 incidents of sexual 
assault last year. 
..In the early seventies 
women mobilized and began 
forming groups to deal with 
sexual assault at the 
graesroot level. Toronto and 
Vancouver were the first 
cities in Canada to organize 
Rape Relief Centers. Since 
then .concerned women have 
come together in over 30 
centers across Canada to 
help other women through 
the trauma of sexual assault. 
These centers offer conn. 
selling and information, 
support through the court 
hearings, if the woman 
chooses that route, and 
tallow.up counselling if she 
wishes. 
. .Some of these centers deal 
primarily with sexual 
assault, such as Victoria 
Rape Relief, while In others 
rape relief is but a part of the 
services offered to women in 
need. 
RAPE RELIEF, ABOR- 
TION COUNSELLING, 
CRISIS LINE FOR WOMEN 
638-8388 
..In Terrace, Northwest 
Women in Crisis offers Rape 
Relief, Abortion Coumelilng 
and Crisis Counselling for 
Women. In 1916 therapeutic 
abortions become legal in 
Canada and women were  
able to make decisions about 
the carrying through or 
termination ofan unwanted 
pregnancy without fear for 
their fives. Even though It 
seems easier for a woman to 
look at abortion as an 
alternative, in present 
society a woman must still 
go through atrauma to make 
a decision, A woman who 
wished to explore the 
possibility of abortion eeds 
someone to talk to who will 
not Judge her. and will help 
her to become aware of what 
is Involved If she should 
choose to keep the child or 
• One Of the highlights o| the, LuNo.Canediam A#socialiou's St, John the Baptist 
celebrations on June 24 was the |urprise presentation ata birthday coke to member John 
carrite, Mayor Gt0rge Thom. his wife Nsdine and a group of eager youngsters were on 
hand to help john make the first cut. (Courtesy of t])ft~got. Alcan Smelters and 
Chemicals Ltd. ) * -m 
I 
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EDITORIAL 
Looking At The World Beyond 
It's Sunday morning, and this editorial is coming off 
the typewriter at 8 a.m. for Monday's Terrace-Kitimat 
HERALD. 
The news teletype has been on all night, but,. as is 
customary for Canadian Press newspaper serwce, it 
has been carrying "standup" feature stories that the 
big dailies will be using to fill their many middle and 
back pages each day during the coming week. For 
example, one from Berkeley, California, pushing a 
new booklet, How To Save Oiled Birds, put on the wire 
by Renter's News Service will be giving tips on 
cleaning seabirds that have become smothered in oil 
from an oillspill at sea. (They should be cleaned with 
mineral oil and detergent, aken from their ocean 
environment and kept warm and quiet, with regular 
appropriate feed in cages with low noise levels, 
constant temperature and adequate bedding.) The 
item also suggests the use of anitbieties and 
tranquilizers may do more harm than good, and that 
the amount of oil on a bird seems to have little to do 
with its chances of survival. 
Reading this, with a ten to 30 seconds glanc-over, I 
find myself saying to myself - for I am all alone in the 
newsroom at this hour on a Sunday, - "Who says the 
Press is only concerned with crime, violence and 
sensationalism." 
I realize there are tens of thousands of persons of 
persons in the U.S. and Canada, alone, who are vitally 
concerned with the preservation of birdlife; that 
thousands of Americans - those "terrible" people, 
from whom all we want is their tourist dollars and 
their standard of living - have spent millions and 
Tony MacGregor 
Victoria Bureau 
VICTORIA - The newly introduced Family 
Relations Act is a sound and reasonable piece of 
legislation which will go a long way to easing the 
sufferings of husbands, wives and children when 
marr iages break down. 
But the bill is merely a reaction to a growing 
phenomenon - the increasing instability of 
family life in B.C. 
It does next to nothing to halt marr iage 
dissolution which a brief by the B.C. Association 
of Social Workers describes as a. "painful, 
disruptive and expensive process." 
Mrs. Connie Hawley, co-ordinator of the B.C. 
Council of the Family, said in a recent interview 
that if B.C. can cure the problems of the family, 
other social problems will lessen or disappear. 
B.C.'s government appears to recognize the 
importance of the family describing it in.a recent 
order-in-council proclaiming May 1978 as family 
month as "the basic unit upon which the well 
being of our society depends." 
The government ' s  p roc lamat ion  s is  
recognizes that the family is undergoing 
"considerable stress in adapting to the changing 
material  and moral circumstances of modern 
living." 
But all the new family relations act does to 
encourage families to stay together is provide 
for the appointment of family court counsellors 
to help resolve disputes outside the court room. 
This provision is sound and is supported by the 
brief from the B.C. Association of Social 
Workers, but it is designed primari ly to take as 
much sting and bitterness out of the dispute as 
possible. 
"The attitude of the parties tO an agreement 
they have drawn up to fit their circumstances 
will be very different from their attitude to a 
settlement imposed either by the court or by 
opposing counsel," says the brief. 
Rosemary Brown, the NDP's human resources 
critic, also appears to be unconcerned with the 
lack of provisions in the bill to keep families 
together. 
Her main criticism of Bill 22 is that common 
ownership of property ddesn't take place until 
the marr iage breaks down when each spouse has 
a right to a half share of the family assets. 
Mrs. Brown's criticism really doesn't hold 
water since almost all marr ied couples are not 
concerned with who owns what until the 
marr iage breaks down. 
She also wants business assets to be owned by 
beth spouses during marr iage -- an idea which 
would probably make a lot of businessmen think 
long and hard before slipping a ring on a 
woman's finger. 
Of course, it can be argued that the bill was 
never really designed to keep families together 
and that such legislation should be put together 
by other ministries such as the ministry of 
human resources. 
That may be so but unless some ministry takes 
a determined look at how to improve social 
stability and the main socializing unit of our 
society -- the family -- British Columbians will be 
increasingly burdened with taxes to solve social 
problems which need never have occurred had 
the family strengthened. 
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I I  I I 
risked lives over the years to try to save 28 whooping 
cranes from becoming extinct. 
I take a look at the next item. Violence, Sex or 
Crime? No~ Datelined Srinagar, Kashmir, it was 
submitted by Leslie Murphy, from the Indian sub- 
continent. It tells how beautiful Dal Lake, in Kashmir 
- long known in song and story as the closest spot to 
Paradise on this Earth - is in danger of "shrinking" 
from the increasing number of. houseboats with 
floating gardens on them. Also, perhaps more serious, 
is encroachment by weeds (Asiav Milfoil?). The 
largely U.S. financed UNESC(Yhas sent two huge 
weedcutters to keep the fast-growingweeds in check. 
No more new houseboats are allowed. • However, there 
are floating hotels on Dal Lake (accommodations for 6 
persons) with names like the White House, Queen 
Elizabeth, Golden Hind and - of course- Paradise. 
There are cooking boats, taxi boats, floating depart- 
ment stores ... yet the lake is still so lovely it is also in 
danger of being choked by tourists from the world 
over beating a path to its shores to experience its still 
exquisite beauty. 
Reading this, I remember the name - "Dal Lake, in 
the Vale of Kashmir." That was the place my father, 
a sergeant major in the British-lndian Army took my 
mother, (who had travelled out to India at the age of However the peaceful article coming over the wire 
18, as an English governess and swept her off her feet dealt with the priceless displays of art and culture 
from around the world, and described a concert given at a military ball) on their honeymoon, three quarters 
of a centrury ago. 
It was good to read, therefore, in the press release, 
that elaborate plans to save the lake are being 
prepared, even though a 350 room "people's hotel" is 
being built on the mountain slopes overlooking the 
lake. I am even more assured, however, when I read 
that "Chief Minister Sheikh Mohammed Abdullah, 
known as the Lion of Kashmir" is taking a personal 
interest in saving this incredible Paradise. 
The next article sounds at first boring - dealing with 
"a world of culture at the U.N." I think back to the 
last time I visited that fantastic showpiece of Western 
civilization's attempt at world peacemaking - the U.N. 
building in New York City, a few years ago. There I 
tuned in on some of the debates in progress trying to 
stop horrible slaughters that were even then taking 
place in various parts of the world• Each time a 
delegate would try to say something relevant to 
bringing about peace, aRussian delegate would either 
get up and walk out of the room - ending any vote on 
the matter - or one of the Iron Curtain satellite 
delegates would object on a matter of procedure!! 
For children who l ike to play house or sailor. Portoville, a CKD' the playhouses can h ~ - p~.,~t together by anyone in less 
Brazilian Company. has designed three models of than 6 hours, using only normal household tools such as a 
playhouses insizes ranging from 65 to 215 sq. ft. For girls, screwdriver, hammer and tape measure, although the 
there are authentic miniature Swiss chalets with win- technology used in their construction is based on the 
dows, doors and verandas, and for the boys, models of designs of full.scale homes. For the children's safety, the 
ship superstructures, with decks, hatchways and slide houses are built with double walls insulated with fiber, as 
poles. • are their roofs. They are also equipped with bnilt-in 
• .Prefabricated in modues of embuia wood and shipped conduits for the electric installatiode. 
Second Editorial 
Let's Make It Here! 
Every child loves a playhouse. Almost every child easily (by usidg a special Minihouseconvert-o-kit, at a
loves a treehouse. Saws and hammers and nails and slight extra charge) to a valuable xtra storage shed -
wood with splinters and sharp chisels - these can be or even a guest house. 
pretty dangerous for young kids to use if they try to For a sideline, or to expand, once the local company 
build their own. is doing well in the portable ]Playhouse market 
In Brazil (See photo and cutline above) - where "Miuniehouse" for girls: "Minkeyhouse" for boys?) 
there are lots of trees and a surplus of lumber, some they could go in for outdoor storage sheds, in com- 
enterprising manufacturer has come up with an petition with the terribly flimsy metal ones that are on 
assortment ofknocked own playhouses for boys and the market and cost of an arm or a leg. With plywood, 
for girls that "anyone" can put together in less than 6 there would be much greater chances of variety of 
hours. • design, style and colour. And how about dog kennels? 
In Terrace and Kitimat - in fact, throughout the Ones where the roof folds back for cleaning, and with 
whole Northwest, here is no person or company that I other improvements. And how about ... 
am aware of offering a similar product for sale. Well, by now I guess you should be able to get the 
There are tents, and there are kraft (cardboard) general idea. 
imitation playhouses that can be ordered by mail from General William Booth, who founded the Salvation 
the U.S., but these are poor. Army, I think it was - (or was it Charles Wesley? ) - is 
Why not start a "Minihouse" factory, producing reported to have exclaimed, "Why let the Devil have 
fold-up, or easy-to-assemble packages of children's all the good tunes" - and so went about setting hymns 
playhouses, - something along the lines of the ones to popular tunes, including drinking songs, and ether 
made in Brazil. secular popular music. Some people were shocked -
Surely there must be a teriffic market for such an but the hymns set to popular music were sung with 
item. With kids skateboards selling in the $100 and real fervor -and helped pack the Church halls. 
$200 range for top models, there should be plenty of In this case- perhaps we should be asking ourselves, 
money around for a good playhouse that wouldn.t cost "Why let the other countries have all the good ideas 
any more, and which - unlike skateboards - can be (for manufacturing wood products?) Why not come 
used the year round, up with some ourselves - and improve on theirs. If we 
When the kids grow up - the playhouse could convert are good at it perhaps we could export some to Brazil? 
in the General AsSembly Hall on Human Rights Day 
and UN Day, each year (Dee. 10 and Oct 24) and how 
the greatest painters and sculptors have their works 
on display in the building, etc. 
Coming back to Canada, the next X-Tape des~zibed 
how more than 40 Nova Scotian st~:dents will be 
"spreading the fitness gospel this Summer", ac- 
cording to that province's Recreation Minister, 
Garnet Brown. They will be working as community 
fitness leaders with municipal recreation depart- 
ments, having completed a four.day workshop in 
Halifax, "dealing with many aspects of fitness, and 
lifestyle change." I didn't qute understand what that 
was all about. (Still - it wasn't dealing with crime, 
violence, pornography, etc.!) 
Next, datelined Saskatoon, over the wire came an X- 
tape informing us "School guidance coun.,.e~h~rs 
should look beyond simply helping students choose 
careers and help them develop as comph:te iR- 
dividuals," according to Norman Gysberg, presideat 
of the American Personnel and Guidance Association. 
Gysberg was addressing a conference ofthe Canadian 
Association. Nothing, I thought, there, about the 
necessity of counselling students on the rewards of 
hard work, clean living, good study habits, love and 
respect, for one's parents and family, honesty, 
courtesy and the need for kindness and un- 
derstanding! Nothing abou" thrift..~t,aring, being 
unselfish or considering one's .rester. No .. the same 
old gaff, that went on with words like these: "We must 
bring together fragmented and isolated gmdanee 
techniques under a broadened career cm~t opt.' Yah, 
I said to myself, in the isolahon of Ih, '~ewsroom, 
sure, let them blow their own minds with ,.hemirals, 
heroin, junk, booze and all th:' just s-', ;:,zig as we 
leave them to "get it all tog,.~:,~l"". ' ',,, :i~ric t,wn 
thing" ... 
Still - the news wasn't violent, crinu,',d .,~.xoaL or 
"had"  .,. but, for the moment, it was ;,~i I ,vu:d ~,ke• 
Back to "reality" - ar, d the world .,u' :hc~c. in 
Terrace, Kitimat, Thornhiil, Kitamaa', ~:edarvdle, 
Stewart - and Cable Car Crossing ... 
Warns Credit.Unions 
Not to be Banks 
Credit unions were warned with people they know. The 
today that future in. managers and directors are 
volvements with federal familiar with local needs, 
banking systems may cause local problems and local 
them to lose their uniqueness conditions. This colloquial 
as financial institutions, aspect combined with the 
Provincial Minister of democratic ontrol by the 
Consumer and Corporate members give credit unions 
Affairs, Rate blair, in' an their unique appeal. 
address to the 32nd annual "Do not become banks in 
general meeting of B.C. spite of yourself and the 
Central Credit Union, ex- efforts' of fhe.~e ~.h~ would 
plained that with changes to draw :.,,~ mh, .' federal 
the Federal Bank Act and system." he sai,. 
err,aLien of the proposed Mr. Nla~r ~:cd :~ govern- 
paymeat ransfer system, ment is a frh.w: ..~nd a sup- 
credit unions,,.will, .face a porlser of cr,,h~ ,.,'..ens and is 
m'ajor deeis|~n a-~ to' their comn,itt~l '.q~ ~ r~their 
role, . ' "  i:i~ ~ i  , ,%~,rnci,, " ~1,' era: 
Th~ minisier emphasized ,, ,size',! 'i':~.,,: I ,, teit 'the 
that credit unions are facing ~u~,. ~,f ~nc..,,'.t~r~,,u,'~t was 
a decade of new pressures, to s(r,,h:., ,,, ,,,dit u.ion 
He said the very factors that operaiu.q:~ :,,~ tc b~'erlere. 
enabled credit unions to The ~.:¢,Ii~ -'m~,r,~ Act of 
grow and develop may British t',~h.htt, ia. which 
become lost in the expansion comes mldrr ~be ~:,mstry of 
and involvement with the Consumer ",.':.~ t;,rporate 
federal banking system. Affairs. p~,,-i.te:: lhu~ credit 
"You do not gain anything unions I,c r.'-a.~ ~",t by 
without giving up something representalt ~.~. ,,l ~.he. 
in exchange," he said. ministry ~o , ,.~,.,re i!:,,y 
He said that credit ,,mons compl!/ witi~ i ~,,,,,;si.,,.. I~f 
hold a unique posit,on in the At'* :,ud ,,.~clut'l ~.;':!11" 
their communities t.~.'ause business i~: , .... ~ .:~d 
their members are dealing author.~u,l :,~,'.,.-'. 
CanCel fire-.$6 mill. 
Canaclian Cellulose Roco tshu¢t:,:~, :,:.:ivity is 
reported last week that already unae~ay with 
property damage as a result estimates of recom- 
of a fire that gutted its mencelncnt of operations bf 
Castlegar sawmillin[ apprex.mately five months 
operahons on June 17th is forthesmallwoodmilland 10 
now ~stimated to be in ex- to 12 itlonths for the main 
cess ,Jr six million dollars, sawmill. 
Gordon McLachlin, senior 
vice president, logging and 
lumber, said the fire 
damaged substantial por- 
tions of an existing sawmill 
and an adjoining new 
smallwood sawmill that was 
to have • commenced 
operation on June 19th. 
• Mch.ehlin said that about 
100 of the mill's 275 person 
work force #ill have six to 
eight weeks employment in
maintenance, planing and 
shipping operations, which 
were not damaged in the 
fire, and in the clean up 
program. 
by RiohardJaokson Postal Workers Demands Could 
OTTAWA OFFBEAT Cost Taxpayers $1,9 billion 
Ottawa,- Legal or illegal -- it's no-never-mind tothe 
Post Office service -- the strike has become an annual 
rite. 
Even more so this year. 
Union demands -- as outlined in the Post Office 
submission to conciliation proceedings -- make it as 
inevitable as the first snows of Winter. 
Apart from what it admits are "substantial wage 
increases" over its current average annual $12,896r 
the postal union is making two basic sets of demands 
that, if granted, would run the cost of each worker to 
an annual $97,484. 
It figures this way. 
the union demands a cut in the work week from 40 to 
~0 hours. 
In addition, it demands a paid lunch hour, an hourly 
work break of 10 minutes, and "travel time" to and 
from the place of work. 
The cut in the working week by 10 hours and the 
increase in "non.productive time" on the job--such as 
the work breaks and travel time -- would require the 
hiring of an additional 44,888 employees at an 
estimated cost of $1.6 billion to maintain the service 
even at its currently disastrously unsatisfactory level. 
But that's not all, reveals the Post Office. 
Still apart altogether from wage demands -- ad- 
dltional fringe benefits in the form of various work 
premiums, holidays, vacations, special paid leave and 
other allowances .- a further $309 millions is added to 
operational costs. 
Now add that $309 million to that initial $1.6 billion 
rrun rup rejigging the working week with its down time 
and you've got a total increase of $1.9 billion. 
The Post Office calculates that a $97,484 additional 
cost per employee a year which piled atop the current 
average annual $12,896 would take the price tag of 
your strike-prone postal worker to $110,381. 
Ridickle-doekie? 
Not if you look at a few of the demands ! 
Meal allowance: $730. 
Weekend premiums: double time Saturdays, triple 
t ime Sundays. 
All overtime: double time. 
Leave for "personal reasons: five days. 
Severance pay: Unlimited with $2,500 "pre- 
retirement pay" after 25 years. 
Health insurance: 100 percent payment for health, 
optical, hearing and dental care. 
Uniform, boot and glove allowance: for ALL em- 
ployees, regardless of need or use. 
"Longevity pay": $100 per year after three years; 
$300 a year after six years; and an additional $200 a 
year for each continuous three-year period after six 
years. 
Pay classifications: No more different rates run- 
ning from level two to five, but instead all positions 
paid at the top level. 
Apart from the "substantial wage increase" 
demands being made.., but just figuring working time 
.,, this is how it calculates: 
Cutting the work week from 40 to 30 hours would 
raise the hourly rate from $6,20 to $8,63.. 
Currently from the 4o-ho,:r week, 2,5 hours are lost 
in such down-time as rest ~, dods and wash.up. 
Down-time under the demanded 30 hutu w::,.k ~,tJuld 
be bumped up with five hours of ,est p~lit,L,, fiw. 
hours of paid lunch time, 6,7 hours ,d' t::,vei t;,..,: az'~o 
1.6 hours of wash-up to a total of 1. '; i).~urs . ,;' v J, 
incredible 61 percent of the workihg 'vvek 
Of the 30-hour week, after dedu~ti,~z~ of down t,m~. 
only 39 percent of it would be span. ,m tl~e jon. 
In other words, your average postal worke~ 
ignoring any wage demands, but iust ,.alc~J:."~,'~ 
working time -- would spend more hours elf the :~:i 
than on. 
On current average hourly pay rgte:. ~izat :~J1' 
naround of more working time spen uf: '~;ar~ :,, ,h~, 
job would calcnlate into a 234.8 pert. ~t ~,  Incre.~. 
Crazy, what? 
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Cedar tree at Lakelse Lake Provincial Park after beaver 
treatment. Beavers usually go for willow and poplar - 
seldom do they tackle cedars. Perhaps, as one visitor 
said, the beaver that did tMs was near sl~hted - couldn't 
cedar difference. 
Express running 
away in NASL 
By THI~ CANADIAN PRESS 
There appears to be no 
catching Detroit Express as 
the firstyear North 
American Soccer League 
team continues to pull away 
in the Central Division of the 
American Conference. 
Inn Davies's unassisted 
goal at 47:49 and several 
spectacular second-hall 
saves by goalkeeper Steve 
Hardwick carried the Ex- 
press to a 2.1 victory 
Saturday night over Min. 
nesota Kicks, leaders in the 
National conferenee's 
Central Division. 
The Express, with a 14-9 
. record, now enjoys a 40-point 
lead over secOnd-place 
Houston Hurricane. 
Elsewhere, Vancouver 
Whitecaps downed Dallas 
Tornado 2-1, Tampa Bay 
Rowdies dumped Tulsa 
Roughnecks 3-0, Washingtoo 
Diplomats beat Philadelphia 
Fury 2-1 and Seattle Seun- 
ders shaded Oakland 
Stompers 1.0. 
The Express went to s 
defensive.style play after 
Davies's econd goal of the 
season broke a I-1 tie and 
Hardwick excelled, finishing 
with eight saves for the 
game. 
The Kicks made it 1-0 at 
6:50 when Alan Willey 
At Dallas, Kevin Hector 
scored one goal and set up 
another by Bobby Campbell 
as the Whitecaps built up a 2- 
0 lead en route to their win 
over the Tornado. Dallas got 
its lone goal at at 70:32 when 
Max Thompson scored' his 
second goal of the year. 
BOAST 184 MARK 
The Vancouver victory 
loaves the Whitecaps with a 
16-6 record and Dallas at 12- 
10. 
The Rowdies, led by a pair 
of early goals from mid- 
fielder Wes McLeon, downed 
the Roughnecks despite 
being outshot 13-10. Joey 
Fink added the final goal at 
57:34--the three goals 
representing the most scored 
against he Roughnecks at 
home this season.n 
The victory raised 
Tampa's record to 14-9, 
while Tulsa dropped to 12-11. 
The Diplomats ,used Ken 
MnkgoJoa's ninth goal of the 
season and another which 
Philadelphia's Brooks 
Cryder put into his own goal 
to build up a 2-0 halftime 
lead. Mokgojoa's goal came 
in the fourth minute off 
assists by Ane Mihaliovich 
and Ray Graydon and it 
marked the fifth consecutive 
game in which he has scored. 
The Fury'a Cryder tried to 
intercept a low cress from 
converted on a perfect feed the Diplomats' Tommy 
from Ron Futcher for his O'Hara in the 20th minute 
17th goal, but the Express and kicked the ball into his 
lied it l-l at lS:17 ns English own net. The visitors got 
superstar Trevor Frances back into the match at 48:01 
scered on a corner kick from when Colin McCurdy put in a 
David Bradford. short shot. 
Bench-Nettles .to miss 
All-Star Game 
SAN DIEGO (AP) - -  The 
Ilnsups for Tuesday night's 
major league baseball all- 
star game here underwent 
further revisions Sunda~ 
when starting catcher 
Johnny Bench of Cinci~mati 
Reds was removed from the 
National League roster and 
the American League lost 
reserve third baseman Graig 
Nettles of New York 
Yankees, 
Be~ch has seen limited 
action over the last sikn- 
weeks because of a back 
i~Jury. The National League 
s two other catchers on the 
squad in Ted Simmons of St. 
Louis Cardinals and Bob 
Boone of Philadelphia 
Pldilles; 
Atlanta Braves catcher 
outfielder Larry Hisle of Mil- 
waukee Brewers was added 
to the AL squad to replace 
Nettles, who injured a toe 
while batting Friday night in 
Milwaukee, X.rays of the big 
toe on his left feet showed no 
fracture but Nettles will be 
unable to play. 
A spokesman fer the AL 
office said Nettles, a native 
of San Diego, didiCt want to 
pull out of the game but the 
injury would prevent him 
from playing. However, he 
will be in uniform and will be 
introduced with the rest of 
the all.stars. 
Hisle, who appeared in last 
year's all.star Game as a 
pinch hitter, is batting .299 
and ranks among the league 
leaders with 19 homers and 
Bilf Pocoroba was named to 58 runs batted in. He hit two 
replace Bench. Pocoroba home runs Friday night and 
was batting .267 with four' two more Saturday night 
homeruns and 24 runs batted ngsinst the Yankees. 
in before Sunday's contest 
with San Diego. It will be his Bench is the only man to 
first all-star game ap- withdraw from the National 
pearanee. League squad but the AL has 
Meanwhile, hot.hitting leer three players to injuries. 
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Twins win 8th straight 
as Goltz throws three-hitter 
By THE 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Right.hander Dave Goltz 
pitched 71-3 inning/of hitless 
ball en route to a three-hitter 
Sunday, leading Minnesota 
. to a 7-0 victory over Oakland 
A's and giving the Twinfn. 
their eighth consecutiw 
victory. 
Goltz, who missed tllree 
weeks of the season with an 
injury, bad a no.hitter until 
Mike Edwards singled to 
centre with one out in the 
eighth. He retired the first 13 
batters before walkin~ 
Taylor Duncan with one out 
in the fifth. 
With two out in the sixth, 
Goltz walked Joe Wallis and 
pinch.hitter Tony Armas but 
struck out Mitchell Page to 
end the inning. • 
The Twins grabbed a 3.0 
lead off A's starter Pete 
Broberg on singles by Rich 
Chiles and Glenn Adams and 
an infield out in the second; 
Hosken Poweil's home run in 
the third andnRod Carew's 
RBI single in the fifth. 
In other American- 
nLeague action Sunday, 
Alan Bannister drew a 
bases.loaded walk off 
reliever Tom Underwood to 
force in the tie-hreaking run 
during a four.run seventh in- 
ning as Chicago White Sox 
beat Toronto Blue Jays 5-3 
and broke a four,game losing 
skein. 
Darrell Porter and John 
Wathsn hit consecutive 
home runs during a seven- 
run third inning and Amos 
Otis and Jee Zdeb knocked in 
two runs apiece as Kansas 
City Royals posted a 10-4 
victogy over Baltimore. 
Buddy Bell belted a grand 
slamnhome run to back the 
pitching of veteran Rick 
Wise as Cleveland Indians 
blasted Boston Red Sox 7-1. 
Dick Davis and Robin 
Yount drove in two runs 
apiece and Larry HIsle 
scored three times to pace 
Milwaukee Brewers to a 8-4 
victory over New York Yan- 
kees. 
Leon Roberts, Dan Meyer, 
Bill Plummer and Tom 
Paeiorek drove in two runs 
each as Seattle routed first- 
place California 11-7 and 
snapped the Angels' four- 
game winning streak. 
California starter Nolar 
Ryan, 3-8, lost his fifth 
consecutive deccsion. 
In Saturday's action, 
Boston swept the 
doubleheader over 
Cleveland 12-5 and. 3-2, 
California pounded Seattle 
10-5 and 5.0, Toronto blanked 
Chicago 3-0, Milwaukee 
dumped New York 6-5, 
Minnesota defeated Oakland 
9-8 and Kansas City bombed 
Baltimore 11-3. 
In National League action, 
Jeff Burroughs hit a tie- 
breaking two.run homer in 
the fifth inning and 
knuckleballer Phil Niekro 
made a rare relief ap- 
pearance, pacing Atlanta 
Braves to a 5-2 decision over 
San Diego Padres. 
Bobby Murcer hit a two. 
run homer in the third inning 
and Chicago relief ace Brace 
Sutter stifled New York over 
the final three innings for his 
14th save as the Cubs Dan Driessen singled 
defeated the Mets 4-1. home the tyingnand go- 
St. Louis shortstop Garry ahead runs in the sixth in. 
Templeton's fielding error ning, Tom Hume ended a 
with the bases loaded in the personal nine.game losing 
seventh inning let in two streak and Pete Rose tied his 
Pittsburgh runs and the career high by extending his 
Pirates added four more in 
the inning to beat the Car- 
dinals 6.1, giving Bert Blyle- 
yen his sixth consecutive 
victory. 
J.R. Richard fired a four- 
hitter, struck out 12 and 
drove in two runs with a 
hittingnskein to25 games as 
Cincinnati Reds routed San , 
Francisco Giants 8.2. 
In Saturday's action, New 
York dumped Chicago ?.0, 
Fan Francisco stopped 
Cincinnati 4-2, St. Louis 
blanked Pittsburgh 4-0, 
single as Houston Astres Philadelphia nd Montreal 
defeated Los Angeles split with the Philliea win. 
Dodgers 5-1. ning 6-3 and Montreal taking 
Richie Hebner, who had the second game 8-1. Atlanta 
two earlier two-run homers, took the first game fron, ~%n 
singled with the bases loaded Diego 6.4 in their 
in the ninth inning to cap a donbleheader. San Diego 
two-run rally and give came back in the second 
Philadelphia Phillies an 8-7 garneT-0. Los Angeles wept 
victory over Montreal Ex- a doubleheader• against 
pos. Houston winning 7-1 and 7-5. 
Canada upsets U.S. in 
world lacrosse final 
STOCKPORT, England C:~ekeyton scored his sixth 
(CP) - -  Stun Coekerton goal of the game and 23rd in 
of" Vancouver, who made a thetournament-themost by 
habit of scoring goals, got any player--with 20 seconds 
the important one Saturday remaining inthe. second and 
and led Canada to a surprise final overtime period to give 
world field lacrosse Cancels a 17-16 dermon over 
championship. 
Tabbed earlier by British. 
reporters as one of the 
weakest teams in the 
championship, nthe 
Canadcans took their first 
world crown and ended an 
e ight -year  Amer ican 
domination. 
.the United ~tatos n 
The victory came after the 
Canadians lost 28-4 to the 
Americans zn Ihu. tour- 
nament's second game last 
Monday. in earlier games, 
Canada beat Fngland 21-15 
and -tnstralia 16-13 to qualify 
for t.be final in the fourteam 
tournament. 
KEEP THIS LIST OF WINNING NUMBERS UP TO AUGUST 4th 
Winning ticket numbers for the Lucky Seven Draw of July 7,1978, will be selected at random within each of the 2 digit series printed on t he pouch. 
Within each of these series there will be one $7,000 prize, two $5,000 prizes and teu $500 pri~zes offered. 
To facilitate the reading, winning ticket numbers for this draw will be published in sequence• 
68 PRIZES OF $7000 
1035556 
2300139 
3626031 
4915604 
6288460 
7562268 
1100496 1236288 1353450 1479461 1597842 1671567 1797451 1868713 1965798 2076924 2125334 2297408 
2414005 2533602 2662346 2733950 2876102 2935070 3003997 3193838 3279045 3349608 3458844 3521404 
3774296 3868787 3988856 4077304 4129247 4294714 4399654 4449630 4572108 4669767 4726181 4~?;~R7~ 
5080050 5140421 5294684 5313029 5474731 5521242 561763~ 5709103 5873304 5904037 6086796 617921~ 
6369629 6415756 6574360 6652400 6740082 6866303 6984730 7019368 7149804 7207246 7312494 7470:]3~ 
7665158 7705935 
1008152 
136 PR IZES OF  $5000 : " . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  
1016460 1i3'3803 11339~19 1271877 1276750 1382641 i392750 140'7194 1443446 1504643 1562,~ 'J 16",~'.-/.19 
1689765 
2313064 
2959217 
3611859 
4246062 
4904294 
5520544 
6240450 
6880117 
7538432 
1723768 1785184 1824644 1899924 1906836 1921481 2013659 2024128 2101656 2175505 2207¢,,t~ 2;333~;4 
2394049 2439944 2464210 2534806 2562705 2637168 2693820 27~8696 2767174 2818066 2838652 291149R 
3005297 3029342 3104891 3190158 3261727 3284858 3337787 3399561 3441985 3487081 3554697 355:,$93 
3666640 373?262 3751674 3867374 3886271 3969783 3977047 .4021563 4026439 4131319 4136453 4243453 
4307999 4364368 4416915 4474677 4542156 4571539 4660617 4696160 4717104 4759657 4812519 48~2J63 
4994700 5001174 5068498 5108081 5123210 5237113 5296835 5367274 5397930 5400?77 5433674 551~480 
5665645 5683788 5705982 5780567 5827777 587875? 5910831 5913931 6044362 6072391 6105454 6144~2 
6265571 6319162 6386702 6422285 6481059 6536496 6560478 6631489 6685521 6776545 6796380 683064~ 
6?63317 6?82970 7007814 7019639 7103405 "7117589 7251102 7255040' 7355081 7386851 7427328 74678~6 
7580304 7628001 7651424 7711677 7772919 
680 PRIZES OF $500 
1020482 
1151695 
1257028 
1397027 
1529838 
1682102 
1775360 
1914004 
2068678 
2156474 
2329701 
2420187 
2565553 
2687268 
1020797 
1155408 
1259356 
1413~09 
1535318 
1687206 
1776808 
1928517 
2074329 
2162609 
2345543 
2440253 
2571987 2594591 
2708624 2726101 
2826740' 2833480 
2?36961 2937952 
3096566 3098982 
3208326 3209115 
3371897 3373937 
3482790 3484237 
3607192 3621167 
3726064 3729543 
3838979 3855344 
3998114 4000425 
4138493 4138546 
4277377 4277557 
4383076 4398837 
4515579 4566894 
4643078 4644278 
4770316 4777676 
4904812 4913846 
5052924 5056852 
5184604 5192095 
5288342 5301041 
543i5~19 5436603 
5527206 5535006 
5680481 5681604 
5807227 5824035 
5?54271 5956124 
6088470 6091874 
6204358 6217799 
6332514 6339425 
6462521 6475596 
658151? 662?225 
67150~6 6716381 
6879976 6880241 
6994075 6996990 
71275?4  7157120 
7233464 7235745 
7382514 7386726 
7511902 7517576 
7645132 7645133 
7770171 7775545 
1034223 1052827 1060763 1062028 1063837 1069895 1086725 1090931 110046c 1118003 1|19403 
1155657 1157928 1164389 1177380 1179733 1200815' 1214708 1216138 1217209 1228735 12436;:? 
1275894 1292852 1312613 1324147 1327541 1338740 1349668 1372590 1376657 1386671 1394~42 
1430238 1448545 1460293 1461593 1462577 1463922 1473125 1474655 1477807 1517426 J523560 
1550540 1552705 1560900 1563688 1583669 1593330. 1615220 1617999 16;17201 1660503 I~l]IOR5 
1695318 1695795 1697177 1710620 1713658 1722969 1743610 1745194 1757832 1761330 I~69925 
1806383 1817276 1818687 1829046 1845203 1846452 1857674 1886025 1890256 1898366 1908~93 
1934045 1939531 1944494 1971795 1971856 1975589 1984750 2025789 2026081 2034831 2049429 
2075657 2083830 2086269 2087497 2102500 2104312 2113956 2124218 2127516 2145100 2145874 
2178121 2203976 2207442 2211718 2220837 2238180 2246865 2274668 2284590 2292413 2292704 
2352316 2357393 2368510 2374434 237480? 2377059 2397888 23?8595 2405467 2407271 2410558 
2443840 2444588 2453198 ~4~7~8 2473124 2503655 2510047 2536"~37 2546934 2560082 2563944 
25?7208 2618406 2622142 263260.4 2635386 2635685 2639180 2654580 2675384 2686219 
2734060 27341?4 2738498 2744030 2756915 2765115 2777788 2777903 2814630 2817188 
2842391 2859889 2861061 2861166 2863590 2889279 2906678 2907604 2912195 2917965 2924457 
2952164 2983267 2?97952 3012957 3023906 3030738 3045964 3057663 3059330 3077745 3092068 
3114296 3131877 3132916 3155465 3156390 3159295 3167927 3186206 3191782 3192744 3203657 
3215857 3217586 3218191 323856? 3265750 3268778 3282932 3307202 3311814 3320308 3327287 
3376661 3382862 3387414 3398218 3415521 3429146 3430644 3452627 3452760 3463813 3476972 
3485345 3507022 3526133 3532544 3554216 3568439 3570072 3575496 3576038 3578595 3593706 
3633015 3657814 3665778 3666037 3667011 3678670 3691435 3695149 3708283 3713740 3719690 
3731652 ;1738089 3757665 3763087 3776408 3801080 3806102 3806168 3811659 3832253 3835074 
3866413 3868554 3901963 3931783 393267? 3950177 395819? 3959331 3967582 3974627 3978881 
4021532 4037667 4060252 '4068526 4076186 4081209 4088842 4092697 4097372 4131318 4132265 
4148797 4162379 4172137 4181878 4186862 4187202 4231935 4253173 4258285 4268842 4273R47 
"~ '=~= 4292228 4285307 4~87u. .o  4302045 4316778 4319441 4342085 4342092 4363483 4375057 43~'~()0 
4406510 4406860 4418041 4430643 4434427 4439874 4445420 4456816 4480115 4485448 4511421 
4575218 4577115 4578409 4580216 4581262 4591048 4591372 4619263 4632843 4634774 4636006 
4646290 4659230 4661420 4675646 4712579 4727433 4731929 4734486 4762372 4766891 4768113 
47?4333 480J..71 4806741 4834~ol  4838449 4839042 4848771 4856211 4872044 4874312 402?767 
4916229 4917668 4924576 49~966 4941339 4942445 4?50398 4996?25 5008840 5016836 50487~ 
o0o9400 506210? 5064885 5082712 5085?59 5103080 5111659 5124555 5134223 5147975 5J8190~ 
5196749 5198799 5201767 5221923 5228986 5237832 5253038 5254057 5254235 5266830 5282144 
¢ 0317954 5336927 5339668 5355425 5365931 5370475 5383244 5393903 5398713 5411883 54J658] 
5438864 5451592 o4~413 5471652 5481568 5495014 5502143 ~586697 5512846 5519201 5~s~5196 
55o15o8 5.~61874 5599128 5600396 5666914 5668725 5670363 0671620 5677716 u67884~ 5679995 
~7099J9 ,'~7~42 no~  5734421 .5735033 5749639 5757790 5773349 5777642 5779568 5792519 5h',:~3/9 
5839715 5845933 58~7376 5857542 5872080 5878165 5884565 5940r~8 5941111 5946422 5't4~;~93 
0959191 59~904~ 5973154 5980657 6001813 6016408 6026364 6027991 6039617 6045042 60~6293 
6093353 6101943 6118793 6119071 6157140 6163099 6169251 6186315 6191108 6192433 6193161 
6219467 6250352 6~7io87  6~73714 6280603 6281652 6285111 6291999 6305318 6316455 6325483 
6339489 6357542 6379613 6384760 6386206 6421197 6427759 6432282 6438482 6440657 64~4746 
9 6488213 6493~47 6512231 6527565 6528696 6539378 653953? 6547071 6554922 6571518 6576097 
6630474 6644434 6648511 6649511 6681782 6689232 6691222 6693669 6699848 6700029 671332~ 
6720205 6729389 6753849 6755283 6763148 6789632 6810878 6817941 6822007 6836570 68,~650~ 
6885617 6888423 6890447 6908710 6933792 6949914 6950563 6961232 6965537 6971651 69;~5~:~ 
7009168 7010916 7022268 7025183 7032875 7033966 ~035672 7041997 70'73204 7077143 71,691'~ 
7162596 7164628 7176834 7180974 7184565 7186979 7189650 7206747 7207218 7211599 72,038/ 
7246566 7250644 7254441 7275526 7308044 7310884 7322589 7334371 7360849 7361924 73::2033 
7389682 7417189 7442469 7450378 7460420 7466359 7466867 747215~ 747709? 7487607 74 1761 
~0 7520827 7o=3666 7547088 7o476~8 7548089 7593828 7594991 7599744 7606713 7608242 76 586~ 
7655428 7668573 76778?3 7689692 7690458 7702560 7707507 7734349 7737096 7742517 7760405 
7789933 77?7064 :: 
in the event of discrepancy between the above list and thi~" official computer print-out of prize winning numbers, the latter shall prevail. 
Surprise packages issued right up to the August 4th main draw may contain a Lucky Seven Draw winning ticket number...check your [,oto 
Canada ticket number carefully with this list ()f Lucky Seven Draw winning numbers,., you could be $7,000 $5.000 or $500 richer. 
YOUR T ICKET IS ST ILL  GOOD FOR THE MAIN DRAW ON AUGUST 411"i. 
IF YOU HOLD A WINNING TICKEr: 
1, Fill out the stub on the office of Lore Canada Inc, 
back of the ticket, near you, present i to that 
2, Mail the stub by regis- office and they wil l  8ice 
feted mail to Loto Canada you a receipt for it. 
Inc, P,O, Box 1,000,000, 3, You wi l l  receive a 
Ottawa, Canada KIG 3Z3 cheque for the amount of 
or if there Is e regional your prize by mall when 
10M0~ION ~J;~ 
~eur stub has been verified in the main draw, Lotn 
y Loin Canada Inc. Canada will by reference 
4. Retain the other port!on to the stub already pro. 
of your ticket -- remember vided by you, ensure that 
it is still eligible to win in your prize cheque comes 
the main drawing August to you automatically after 
4th, 1978, the draw on August 4th, 
S.lf this ticket is a winner 1978. 
I 
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Canadian, Fed, Employee 
Olimbs India's Highest 
CANMORE, Alte. (CP) -- 
A snow and avalanche 
researcher mployed by the 
federal  env i ronment  
ministry is one of six 
members of an expedition 
which recently climbed 
India's highest peak, his wife 
said Saturday. 
PeternMcClung, 35, sent a 
telegram from India on 
Thursday to his w~e Evelyn 
saying be and five of the 
team's 10 members had 
reached the top of 7,694- 
metre Nanda I)evi on June 
21. 
The climb was marred by 
a porters' strike and the 
death of the expedition's 
India liaison officer in a fall 
from the 5,40~-metre level, 
the telegram said. 
The team left New Delhi n 
mid-May, travelling as far 
as possible by bus, then had 
a 10-day hike overland to the 
font of the mountain. 
In an earlier letter, Mc- 
Clung said the team had left 
camp at the foot o f  the 
mountain May 31 and had 
encountered good weather. 
"Life is very simple here," 
he wrote, "just climb, sleep 
and eat." 
RAIN THREAT 
He said the team climbed 
seven or eight hours a day 
from Washington State: 
David Handley and William 
Fryherger, both of Seattle, 
Steve Casebolt and Glenn 
Brindeiro, both of Ronton 
and Bmee Byers of Kent. n 
Other team members were 
David Semen and Jan Balut, 
both of Bellevue, Wash., 
Gerald Casebcit of 
Rnse~rg, Ore., and Michael 
Clark of Redmond, Wash. 
The McClungs are landed 
immigrants originally from 
Seattle. Mrs. McCitmg said 
her husband has been 
climbing for about eight 
years and spent the last 
three years studying climb- 
ing techniques in Norway. 
CLIMBED ELSEWHERE 
"He's climbed in South 
America, in Europe, the 
AJps, all over," she said. 
"He's pretty experienced." 
The telegram said the 
team encountered problems 
acclimatizing to the dry, 
thin, cold air but its most 
persistent worry was the 
threat by the porters, who 
carried equipment part way 
up the mountain, then went 
on strike. 
Six of the climbers, not in- 
cluding McClung, were 
reported remaining in the 
area forn~ government 
inquiry into the death of the 
liaison officer• 
and slept about 11 hours Last spring a U.S. 
dally. They hoped to return magazine reported an In- 
down the mountain before allan-American team lost a 
the monsoon rain season nuclearpowered spying 
beganin the region about he device at Nanda Devi 13 
end of June. years ago. 
The other climbers who India later confirmed the 
reached the" summit are incident. 
WOULD YOU BELIEVE ? 
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The Japanese tallships Nippon Maru and Kalwo :dam attracted tboasands ofvtelton 
during their recent visit to Britbh Columbia. The/cur.masted barks are the first 
several tall sb!M to visit the province for the British Columbia Captain Cook Bi. 
. . . .  • . . .  . ;  y , , ,  
Centennial commemoration. The United States Coast Guard training ship Eagle will 
visit Victofla and Vancouver starting July 20 and the barque Sagres il from Portugal 
visits In October. 
boom Cherry Spitter 
. .EAU CLAI]RE, Mich. (AP) - One enormous Ptoeeooney! 
That's all it took for William Mobley to set a worm record 
Saturday and win the fifth annual cherry pit spitting 
championship, 
• .With a spit of 49 feet, 2 inches, the 30-year-old from Fin- 
(Hay, Ohio, dethroned Richard Hahn of Benten ltarher, Mich. 
• .Hahn spit a pit 47 feet, 7t/a inches last year. 
• .The cempetltlen attracted a dozen pit.spitters to the 
Treemendus Fruit Farm in this southwestern lower 
Michigan community. 
B~9|i9 • ':• , ' .J ber Called Police 
• •IONIA, Mich. (AP) -Two service station attendants didn't 
have to call t~e police when a man tried to hold them up in 
this mid-Michigan community. The man did that himself. 
• .Attmdants Joel Basinger and Tom Jandener were getting 
ready for their 11 p.m. shift change when a man walked into 
the station and ordered them to hand over all the money in 
the cash register, they told police. 
• .When Basinger efused, the man stuck a finger into his 
pocket and repeated his demand. Basinger still refused. 
• ."Give me the money or !'11 call the cops," the man 
demanded. 
• .They didn't. He did. 
• •Police arrested~a 29-yeor-old ionia man on a charge of 
disorderly conduct. 
Couldn't Bank On It 
.•LOS ANGELES'(AP) - After foiling the robber, bank 
employees broke into tears. So did the customers. 
. .Employees thought/hey had outsmarted the robber when 
they put a tear gas cannister and dye- which was timed to 
explode in a few minutes - into the money bag they gave him. 
• .But the robber must have been suspicious because he 
dropped the package outside the Crocker National Bank 
branch In suburhan Sherman Oaks• Then passer-by picked 
up the package and curried It back into the hank where It 
exploded. 
• .Firemen and paramedics spent 30 minutes washing out the 
eyes of hank employees and castonmrs. 
Aeros seek NHLentry 
HOUSTON (AP) -- 
Kenneth Schnitzer, owner of 
Houston Acres of the World 
Hockey Association, said 
Thursday he is still seeking 
entry into the National 
Hockey League either as an 
expansion team for by ac- 
quiring an existing NHL. 
franchise. 
Schcitzer said one option 
would be for the NHL 
Colorado Rockies to move to 
Houston although the 
Rockies are reported ex- 
ploring other possibilities. 
The Aerns owner told a 
news conference he started 
working on a proposal 
Monday to make Houston an 
Environmentalists Blamed 
B.C. Hydro Says Vancouver Is. May Go Short of Power 
NANAIMO, B.C• (CP) -- 
British Columbia Hydro may 
not be able to supply power 
for future industrial growth 
on Vancouver Island, says  
Hydro's vice.president .for 
corporate affairs. 
Charles Nash told a ser- 
vice club meeting Friday 
that much "of.the blame lies 
with those protesting 
Hydro's expansion plans. -~ 
Nash said it was possible 
power supply by both gener- 
ation on the island and 
submarine cable from the 
mainland would be in- 
sufficient to handle the 
electrical needs forecast for 
the island between 1980 and 
1964• 
"It is unlikely that 'any of 
you, individually, WIll go 
short of electricity, he told 
the audience, but added that 
"in a period of high unem- 
ployment, the creation of 
jobs is jepordized by 
unanticipated demand. 
"In the forecasts for Van- 
couver 'Is~nd~ "Hydro has 
anticipated your residential 
and cdm~e~al  needs but 
there will be no assurance 
that new large industrial 
leads will be supplied by the 
time they are ready to go on 
line." 
TO BE UPPED 
Nash said that the elec- 
trical load on the island Is 
currently about I,I00 short of capacity to supply 
megawatto• The total them•" 
capacity to ~upply this lead Nash said Hydro had 
is about 1,400 megnwatts, he anticipated the situation and 
said, adding it will soon be six years ago considered a 
increased to about 1,600 nuclear gartering station on 
mngawattsbyul~radim~the the island as a "good, 
prescot high.voltage direct practical source of else- 
current cables from the I~icity--bet it soon became 
~dalx!•~ ~.  / ~ .  recognized as being 
; We "e~pe~t .'the ~ t0Uil:' politically unacceptable•', 
cei~citY Xo bo•e~tcesded by" A 500 kilovolt . tran- 
the forecast lead plus a smiasion line from the 
normal reserve by 1961," mainland Is considered the 
said Nash• best altermtive, he said, but 
"This includes none of the it could mt be in service 
170 megnwatts of large in. before 19~3 because of the 
dustrial loads recently need to develop the 
requested. Just at the time technology topermit ellable 
these would have come on submurine operation of the 
line we seemingly will be circuit. 
A l ternat ive  energy 
sources are net practical 
from either environmental 
or economic points of view, 
be said: 
"The nature of citizen 
participation has illustrated 
a ~anomenm of our times-- 
"And now we hear a call 
for a moratorium on the 
project--a call to stop whik 
the urgency increases." 
He said recent protests 
have bee.~ ba~ largely on a 
misconception tint there is 
no need for more *dectrielty. 
a desire to protest ,b~, ore the Nash also mt at "~iHea of 
facts are known, added H"dro's urn' of': ~b~ t,~- 
Nash . . .  . . . .  q i " s . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  He a d ~,~D I a• ,~  l~sed 
~.~Tm~nym'o.npe.i~mansmu." ;,-lhe isia~,~. ior 30 y~.ars 
me uoo mmvmc o.vern.ea, o ,.,:,norec,|rdedeffecl other 
uransmissiOn a n 8uDnlarme tl'all ,.~etati, n t ^  trol tar * t'p~ ' ~.'JU , |U  
~ble pr .oponal to supply which tt ,~ •.',•,:den. 
vRmNMIVer  161a lM l  was  n la ( le  "' 
known 18 months ago, 10ut a "About ,even million 
"storm of protest" has pounds are u~ed annually on 
erupted recently over beth the prarie~ mncereal crop 
the need for the project and production and we're still 
possible routeS, eating bread.'.' said Nash. 
Statistics Canada Says 
Food & Sheher Take Bigger CUut From Low lncomers 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Low-in- 
come families spend a 
considerably arger share of 
their total expenditures on 
food and shelter than other 
consumers, an experimental 
ftudy done for Ftatistico 
Canada says. 
A test consumer-price 
index for low-income 
families hows that the poor 
' spend about 31.6 per cent of 
• their money on food com- 
pared with 26.3 per cent for 
average-income consumers. 
The poor also used 33.7 per 
cent of their incomes on 
homing compared with 32.5 
per cent by average.income 
earners. They spent leas 
proportionately, however, on 
clothing, transportation, 
health and personal care, 
recreation, tobacco and 
alcohol. 
The experimental index 
was based on goods and 
services purchased at 1969 
and 1973 prices. The low- 
income index included 
families earning less than 
$6,000 ayear in 1969 in cities 
with 30,000 or more popu- 
lation. 
Poor people's groups more 
than those who are better off 
because the poor spend a 
higher proportion of ear- 
sings on food. 
Food costs, the  prime 
came of inflation, have risen 
by almost 25 per cent within 
the last 18 months• 
Gordon Waiford' a federal 
statistician, says in an ar- 
ticle on the experimantal 
index publlahednin the April 
issue of the Canadian 
Statistical Review, food 
price increases have had a 
greater impact on the poor 
than on average income 
earners. 
Howe~er, the impact of 
f~0d prices is offset by 
slower.thanaverage in- 
creases in the housing 
cemponunt of the index. 
While the poor spend more 
of their money on homing 
than average income ear. 
nars, rented wellingf play a 
much more significant role 
for them than for those who 
are better off, 
Because home.ownership 
costs have been increasing 
faster than costs fornrented 
accommodation, the housing 
factor has tended to have a 
balancing effect on food 
costa by affecting the 
average arner more than 
the poor. 
The index shows that 12.1 
per cent of money sprat by 
low-insane families wont 
toward rented ac- 
commodation, ~vhllo 8.3 per 
ce~t was spent by them on 
home.ownershlp payments• 
Among 
hmilies, these fignres were 
reversed. 
The May consmner-prico 
index, shows that cesta of 
home ownership have risen 
by 93.7 per cent since 1971 
while rental coats have gone 
up by only 33•1 per eent.n 
Wallord concludes that the 
low-in;ome index is in- 
teresting and useful because 
of its overall results but adds 
that it should not be con- 
sidered adefonitive measure 
of coats for low-income 
average- income fami l ies ,  
expansion franchise in the 
NHL. 
"As soon as we discovered 
Colorado had other potential 
buyers we started working 
on our expansion proposal," 
Schnitzer said. 
He said the Aoxos offered 
the NHL $2.5 million, plus in- 
demnification tothe NHL for 
any litigation arising from 
the move. 
"The NHL board of 
governors has not acted on 
that proposal, so we still 
have alight hopes of getting 
in," Schnitzter said. 
Expansion talks involving 
four other WHA teams fell 
through Wednesday at a 
meeting in Detroit. 
Nazi Group Holds Rally Protected By Choc Chicago Cops 
CHICAGO (AP) -- Under 
heavy police protection, Nazi 
leader Frank Collin and 
about 20 of his supporters 
held a white power rally 
Sunday before about 1,000 
onlockerf in an urban pa~c. 
Far fewer heard Ccilin's 
20-minute speech attacking 
Jews and blacks because 
police held the crowd away 
from the loudspeakers. 
Some counter- 
demonstrators shouted, 
"Death to the Nazis, death to 
theNazis," but there were no 
major violent incidents, 
Collin, leader of the ~ 
Nationalist Socialist party of 
America, spoke from the top 
ofna white van surrounded 
by hundreds of police in 
Marquette Park in a 
sometime racially troubled 
neighborh0~d of trse-lined 
streets. '~  
Police s~{d there were a 
few arrests hut could not 
give an exact figure. 
POLICE ESCORT GROUP 
Collin and his ,group 
arrived under heavy police 
escort at about 2 p,m, 
One in Collin's group spoke 
first. Then Collin spoke of a 
"1978 white revolution" in 
which "the blacks and their 
collaborators (the Jews) ... 
would be wiped off the face 
of the earth," 
Immediately after Collin 
finished speaking, the Nazis 
climbed back into their two 
vehicles' and left the park 
protected by a police escort 
on horseback. 
A scheduled goose- 
stepping demonstration 
never materialized. 
riotoquipped police kept a 
close watch on another large 
group of demonstrators who 
unsuccessfully tried to make 
their way toward the park. 
PROTESTERS STOPPED 
Atone point, more than 100 
helmeted policemen, their 
nightsticks in hand, stret- 
ched across a street, 
bloekingnthe progress of 
several groups who had 
planned to confront the 
Nazis. n 
Shouts of "Facist Nazis go 
Abakttwokilometrenfrom to hell," were heard from 
the park, hundreds of other other demonstrators at the 
police blockade. People. 
Tme blockade was set up However, city officials and 
about one kilometre from the other white and b!ack groups 
Nazis' rally site. Collin and urged citizens t,, srsy away 
his group battled in the from the ral]~ ,r. h:,p~ of 
courts for more than a year averting violet, c,.: 
to win the right to bold the A last attempt o stop the 
rally in Marquette Park, an Sunday .:,arch tail~ when 
area that Collin calls his the U,S ~upreme *:jurt o~ 
hackyard. Friday refu.~e,l tohr, l:~ up the 
Among groups whichsaid Marquet..' ]'az'K rally while 
they •would protest against the Chicago Parr District 
the Nazi rally were the petitioned a federal appeaib 
melitant Jewish Defence court to reinstate a 
League and the National requirement that the Nszts 
Association for the Ad- post a $60,000 insurance 
vancement of Colored bond. 
M.L.A. Thinks We Should Be Suspicious of B.C. Hydro 
For some time now, the 
Legislature has been 
debating, ministry by 
ministry, each of the $4.2 
billion dollars that will be 
spent by the government in
the next fiscal year. This 
last week, however, B• C. 
Hydro had its borrowing 
authority increased from 
$4.15 billion in half a day's 
debate, Despite the NDP 
opposition to the increase, 
the Social Credit iYarty 
dutifully bowed to the wishes 
of Hydro Chairman Robert 
Bormer and supported the 
increase. What Hydro wants 
from the present govern- 
meat, Hydro gets. 
Why shouldn't we be 
suspicious of Hydro? 
Millions and millions of 
dollars, for example, are 
going to be spent O/ the 
development of Hat Creek 
coal. It has been leaked out 
that Hydro has had a study 
done on the effects of such a 
development. The area in 
~vhich the thermal plant will 
be located is already 
"ecologically stressed". 
~Tqets, the soil as well as the 
water of the area contains 
large amounts of naturally 
scouring arsenic and 
fluorine. Notwithstanding 
that face, the ranchers and 
the Bonaparte lindians who 
inhabit the area have en- 
joyed, up until now, the 
benefits that the land and 
vegetation have afforded. 
This however, may not 
always be the case. 
If Hydro proceeds with its 
plans for electrical 
generation, the stacks from 
the thermal plant will be 
emitting highly toxic trace 
elements• The addition of 
trace lements oan alkaline 
area do not have a gradual 
millenium.type effect 
rather their addition even in 
relatively small amounts 
change an area dramatically 
and rapidly. These chemical 
particles would endanger the 
fish in tl~ nearby Thompson 
and F Iz~ser river the 
migrating wildlife in the 
area, ,othe domesticated 
animals4)~ the ranchland, as 
well as the lives of the people 
in the area. 
in the report hat Hydro has 
successfully withheld from 
the public, the authors flatly 
state the Hat Creek 
development would be "of 
concern to the integrity of 
the environment"• Will 
Hydro be responsive tothese 
,~mvironmental, human and 
productive resimrcos of the 
province? 
Another example should 
answer that question. The 
Site C on the Peace River is 
also about o receive millions 
of dollars from the bill to 
increase Hydro borrowing 
authority. The Sits C dam 
could potentially flood vast 
acreages of some of the best 
farmland in the province. 
Hydro's response? Over the 
past two years B. C. Hydro 
has been buying up 
land that could" he flooded 
and leasing it back to the 
farmers that previously 
owned it. That way if there 
were any landowners 
protesting inthe future about 
the less of farmland, the 
protester would be Hydro. 
Needless to say, there won't 
be much protest. 
The worst scandal of all of 
those surrounding Hydro is 
that alternative ways of 
producing energy exist. 
• Wind and solar power as well 
as the more efficient use of 
such waste products uch as 
bog fuel are rapidly being 
d.eveloped in the United 
States. The construction of
these alternatives involves a
greater ration of jobs to 
investment than does the 
spectacularly expensive its marcmoth engmeering 
projects that Hydro is un- projects, ve the people of the 
dertaking. What is per- 
ticularly feddening isthat as province are wedded to the 
much as Hydro is wedded to debt Hydro creates. 
NEEDS TREES 
TREES_A GROWING CONCERN 
/ •  
CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
AND YOUR PROVINCIAL FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
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,~V~ ,~,~ : ' ~ : k , ~ , ~ ~ : &  . . , .  as pee~y in motiou, but they can ~.rbd~y c~ the m,. 
~mn l l tn . s  progrsm £oordinit~r K l .u l  K~c~ke w l rm|  selves pbysieslly fit ~t~ por~cipae-g la ~,e wqmm s 
~ befare starting the three mile 'fun run' that ended the spr ig  phase that a~ractad over. ~00 fitness devotes. 
• spring sesslen of the program. Over 200 fitness en- Here, spring sessles graduates practice their back 
thulasts portlelpated in the spring phase mid were fleaibilityexercises b fore JoUin.~ a three mile circudtin 
rewarded for the efforts by a wl.d-up party at Kltimst's the 'fun run' that dosed ~ phsle of the contluuing. 
Red and Gun Club on June 22. (Courtesy of the Ingot, program. (Courtesy of the Ingot, Alcun smelters ann 
Mcu Smelters and Chemicals Ltd.) Chemicais Ltd.) 
! Baffle of 
Bull, Run 
L ~ ~ PAMPLONA, Spain (AP) 
, , : ~ ' I ~  - -  Authorities called off 
~ ~  Pamplona's celebrated 
t,~. 
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I~)ND()N (AP) - -  Bjorn 
BoriL the 12.year-old Swede, 
has stamped hie name in. 
dslihly on tennis's hall of 
false by winning three 
straight Wimbledon men's 
singles titles, something no 
one has done since Fred 
Perry of Britain did it 1934- 
N, 
And after coming off court 
Saturday with a crushing 6-2, 
6-3, 6-3 victory over his great 
rival, Jimmy Conners of the 
United States, Borg calmly 
said he'll be going for the 
Irsnd sism-the U.S. Opgn, 
Wimbledon, plus the Frs~ch 
and Australian titles, lle 
alreody has won the French 
title this year. 
If :Borg does win all four, 
• he'llbe only the third man in 
the history of world tennis to 
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running of the bulls Sunday Alean's growing army of fitness fans closed the& spring milerun which started and ended at Dyke Road. Over 3M0 
after political rioting turned s~sion m June f2 with a 'fun run' and barbecue at people Jdned the sprIng phase of Alcan's conilanlal fit- 
the town's fiesta of drinking Kll/mat'e Rod and Gun Club. Joggers participated in a ness program. (Courtesy of the Ingot, Aloes Smelters I~  
and duncan8 into a night of esries ef warm.up exercises before beginning their three Chemleais Ltd.) 
bloodshed, leaving one I~ J~U6E 
person dead sad 135 injured. 
Ignacio Llano, civil 
governor ef Pamplona's 
Nava.'ePrnvince, l idieaied Parks and Recreation Fun 
that he rest of the weak.long 
annual fiesta begun three 
days ago may. be eaneellzllnd 
as well. 
Scores of disappointed 
tourists were streamin~ out 
of this northern Spanish town 
Sunday. The IdlOdl~t of the 
celebration is each mor- 
ning's bullrunning, when 
daring young men lead 
fighting hulls ou a dnngerous 
dash to the Sates of the bull- 
ring. 
The violence was touched 
off when leftist demon- 
stratem favorin~ senesslan 
of the surrounding i~ i~ 
region from Spain in, 
terrupted a bullfight 
Saturday afternoon. Lef~ts, 
.rtsh_~ts andpolice then 
hamnd throughout the al~ht 
in Pamplona's narrow 
streets. 
"I wan never so stored in 
my llfe," said a young 
California woman as she.told 
how riot police stormed Into 
the bull r l~  f ir i~ smoke 
grenades and rubber Ixdlets 
to break up a brawl between 
demonstrators and r~ts .  
"They were shooting inall 
directions, at people who had 
nothing • to do with the  
~c at the' ~M~." " " 
17,000 IN RINGn 
An estimated 17,000 per- 
sons wore inthe ring whm 
police began what ooe 
newspaper ca l led  "in- 
discriminate f l r~ . "  
A{ least seven p~sona suf- 
fered gunshot wounds. But 
police said some were in- 
fl itted by rival political 
groups. The doters mashed 
windows of hanks and stores, 
overturned and set 
automobiles ablaze and 
fought, police from behind 
impromptu barricades. Ten 
were reported arrested. 
The dead man, German 
Rodr i~z,  U, son of a well- 
known Pamplona physician, 
was a member of the 
Revolutionary Communist 
League. 
Llano said order was 
restored by 5 a.m. Sunday, 
after nearly 10 hours of- 
nrintins. He said sending riot 
police into the ring had been 
a mistake. 
In Madrid, the interior 
ministry said 300 riot 
policemen were being 
dispatched to Pamploua to 
reinforce police here. 
CALL FOR AMNESTY 
The fighting broke out 
near the end of Saturday's 
bullfighting when about 20 
youths jumped into the rin~ 
and began parading a sign 
calling for amnesty •for 
political prisoners. Rightists 
in the stands began hurling 
cushions and other objects. 
Police said several per. 
sons were injured later in the 
The Terrace Creative Playgrennd began with lots of fun 
and exciting activities fer 50 children between ages 5 and 13 
at the Caledonia School fidd. Last weeks activities included 
learning to macrame, painting pet rocks, water games at the 
Pool, a ro~t ing  experience, a visit to the R.C.M..P.. 
office and to the Bowling Alley and 'watching two N.F.B. 
films. Playground Leaders Gwyn Crossley, Gwe~ Waldie 
and choryl Flury are at the field on weekdays from 10:00 
a.m. to noon and 1:50 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. All children am 
welcome to jola in at any time for some summer fun at any oi 
the following locations. 
Caledonia School Field July 4th to 14th 
Uplands Elementary School Field July 17th to July 2tat 
Clarence blichiel School Field July 17th to July 21st 
Carnie Hall School F ldd Augast7th toAunt  18th 
Free Teants Lessens for children will be taught by ~drs. 
Mary Little at the Tennis Courts, comm.mcin~ .a.ll 9:00.a..m. 
T~ssday July llth. Please re, inter Dy camng at me 
RncreaUou Office at 638-1174. 
The Summa" 8oeeer School sponsored by the B.C. Soocar 
Aaaocintinn, Canada Safeway and Cooa Cola, takes place at 
Ckrmce Wchiel School Field July lOth to 14th from 10:00 
a.m.' to ~:00 p.m. Soccer players wil l  receive ~ in. 
struciiou n asen~ sldlIs such as passing, dribbling, heaes~, 
geal keapi~, ball eantroland shooting. The Soccer ~ 
deaJfpled fer boys and girls age 6 to 16. Each portictpanc wm 
receive a souvenir T-Shirt and soccer bail to continue to play 
Uganda May . . . .  
; ,  . . , , ' ) . . .  . . . ; - , ,~  . .  . .~ . , , , ,  , . . . , . ,  ~ . :  ' . . .  
Still Show 
ALGIERS (AFP). - -  
Uganda's throatened boycott 
of the Commonwealth 
Games next month could,: 
well be called off at the last 
minute, say members of the 
Ugandan team which ar- 
rivednSunday for the thir~ 
African Gbmas. 
Members of the Ugandan 
delegation, led by the 
Munich Olympic 400-metres 
hurdles gold medalllst John 
Akti-Bus, revealed that the 
decision over the Com- 
monwcalth Games in Ed- 
monten had not yet been 
taken. 
"We are hopingnthat it will 
still be l~mible for us to go to 
Canada," said one meber of 
the Upndan team. "Despite 
the recent stories of a 
boycott there could well be a 
Ugandan team in Ed- 
monton." • 
The Ugandon team, made 
Of athletm and boxers, 
red wearing President 
Amin Tshirts bearing the 
slogan "Idl Amcn~king of 
• Africa--conqueror of the 
British Empire." 
The slogan surrounds k 
photograph of President 
Amin being carried on a 
• mock throne by .four 
Europeans. 
One of the four men on the 
picture, first released in 
1975, is Brittsh-born 
bus inessman Robert  
Scanlon, arrested by Idi 
Amin in 1977 and since 
reported executed. 
The picture was taken at a 
reception for the 
Organization of African 
Uncty in Uganaa. The four 
Europeans,  inc lud ing 
Scanlon, carried the burly 
Ugandan leader shoulder 
hlgh in what was termed a 
demonstration of loyalty. 
Sunday is the first time a 
full Ugandan athletic team 
has left that country since 
the 19"/2 Munich Olymoico. 
Happy Landing 
ABBOTSFORD, B.C. (CP) 
-- Transport Canada was in. 
vestigaUng a freak 
parachuting accident in 
which a Vancouver man fell 
out of a plane before he was 
prepared to make a jump. 
hospital in this Fraser Valley 
community after he collided 
• with the plane above the 
Mataqui Skydiving Club 
grounds on Saturday. 
Harper, who suffered 
minor injuries, managed to 
open his parachute and land 
and prsctixe with thrc~beut the summer. A seeoed Summer 
Soccer Schoolls planned for August 14th to 18th for throe who 
have missed the July School, 
What is a Roller. Dhco? A disco thlt everyone can enjoy ... 
there's lots of space for dancing and rollerskating at the 
Terrace Arena. Music will be provided by the infamous Den 
Suttis of "DAWS" Discs systems. Terrace's first Roller 
Disco happens Friday, July 14th from 8:00 p.m to midn~ht. 
Roller Disco is for people of all a~es. 
The District of Terrace Parks & Recreation Deparim~t 
welcomes Jennifer Brooks to their staff. Jennifer is fulfilling 
the pesitiou of Assistant Recreation Programmer Uwoul0umt 
the summer mouths. She is looking forward to making 
summer '78 a most memorable summer fMl of recreation 
opportunities for the people of Terror.  
Report from 
lona Campagnolo 
AIRPORT RESURFACING 
The wear and tear on airport runways caused 
by large commercial jets is something we don't 
often consider. But it Is a major concern to the 
Ministry of Transport, which is responsible for 
our airport facilities - and for the Jr safe 
operation., 
Resurfadng airport runways Is a project 
which imposes an inconvenience n air travellers 
but which;:t0r ' safety reasons, must be done. 
This summer, the Ministry of Transport has 
plans to resurface the runways both in Sandspit 
and Prince Rupert. Work on the Prince Rupert. 
runway will begin on July 4, and should be 
completed in mid-August. It will mean the 
cancellation of One C.P. Air flight a day, and the 
airline has made arrangement to bus passengers 
to and from Terrace for this flight. 
In Sandspit, tenders for the resurfacing have 
been called but a contract has not yet been 
awarded. ThIs should be done vm7 shortly 
though, with repaying work carried out in 
August. I have checked with P.W.A. on this 
subject, and it appears that the work can be done 
without affecting their current schedule of 
service to Sandspit and Smithersl 
Father-Son Team Fails 
ST. ANI)REWS, Scotland 
(AP) - Jack Nicki:ms and criticism, said: "It has been 
Gary Player were t~,,ping to a great, experience for him. 
tee off in father.sot, part. He has five times the ability 
nershlps with their te,,q-age I had at that age. His power 
boys when the 1978 l~,ltish isawesome, lwtah lhadas  
Open golf champio~ hiF much." 
opens Wednesday, The senior Ninklaus was 
Butthenonsoftwoofgt~t!'s watching the Wiesbledon 
superstars, Wayne tennis finals as his mn 
Player,nI6, and Jacx battled with the Lundin 
Nicklaus Jr., 14, fails, qualifying course, butJack'n 
Saturday in their attempts o wife. Bar~ra, was there to 
qualify for the Open. see her son shoot a 79 for a 
Competing with 383 other two.re md J~, including an 
players for 92 final vacan, eight o,' the first hole after 
ties, the pair had disap, h~oking a one-ircn out of 
pointing rounds Saturday. bounds. 
Player shot a 77 for a two. Said the younger 
round total of 150 on the Nichlaus: "N~ Vm going to 
qualifying course at Leven, watch Dad at b Andrews." 
taking two sixes along the A field of 155 stsrters, in- 
way. eluding 63 exempt players, 
HIs father, who was there tees off Wednesday in the 
• • • • • k  ~ ~ Police said Sunday Gerald L : ~ol l r te  d in daywhonmorethan3OOtried Harper, 34, was safely, to offer praise and some $231.250 Open. 
Burgers and hotdogs to feed Alcun's hungry fitness progrsm particlpsnl, were prepared to march on the governor's satisfactory con iLion in ~ % % ~ Z ~ * ~ * % * ~ 4 ~ ~ ~  ............o.,.*.**......*.-...*....,*.*,*.*.*.,.*...*.*.*,*,',*.***,, • • ..*.*.....,%~ 
by Gyro Club volunteers at a 'fun run' barbecue which closed the kpring session of the office to protest he earlier i~:: ,~ I~. , . ,  ! ~ . ~:! 
programonJune22.(Cmrtesyofthelngot, Alcan Smelters and Chemlculs L td . )  pellcoactions, ili  j iew  uslness 
Borg Three Time Winner To Tq For Four i ::fil ' • " * , ' Not hated, in our iill 
doit, j o i .ng  American Don States .cit izenship sM fe~ofant i~nax ,  havestondf~gene. 'at ions,  i i i ! ~  B O  Te l  Directory Budge in 1938 and Rod Laver craves. Navratilova bea "The desire to win Is still She and Elizabeth Ryan ii 
of Australia, in 1962 and 1969. favored Chris Evert of the there," she said after leaing ,hare the record of 19 / ! j i~ . l  ~ ~  • s i f  !~]':~ 
"1havetodoit ,"  Borgssid U.S. 2.6, 6-4, T.S Friday to wla the final, "but it's not the Wimbledon tille~-elnglen, 
confidently after his Wim- the women's title. EXPERT same as in the past." women's doubles and mixed 
bledon romp. "It dcean't ON GRASS Connors, on the other doublas--and King, with all ill! !~ 
seem so far out of reach Brought up on grass and hand, was anything but the determination at her ' ViA :'~ 
now." nurtured on attack rather downcast, command, was breton  get. !!i: TER Lit .Y BAY RESORT - 796.226# 
And Perry, now 69 and a 
radio tennis commentator, 
commented: "He must have 
a better than even chance." 
than defence; Martina swept 
post the normally ice-cool 
Evert, a claycourt expert, 
but it was a bitter-sweet 
moment for the winner. 
• "Who said I'm disap- ring a 20th. 
pointed?" he exclaimed But she missed out in the 
after Borg lind blasted him mixed doubles finals; Frew 
off the court. "It's history MoMillan of Soutl~f:Afrlca 
now. I don't intend to sit 
around and brood. In two 
weeks I'll be playing again 
and,nan for Borg, I may 
follow him to the ends of the 
earth." 
MISSED RECORD 
Americas Billie Jean 
King, one of the all41me 
groats of women's tmcis, 
just missedncollecting a 
re~rd that would probably 
and Betty Stovellof the 
Netherlands beat Krlng and 
TERRACE VETERINARY MEDICAL CENTRE . 615.3300 ~ 
BOYDS BODY SHOP • 635-9410 g 
Listed o-., .x...,.o ,..,, . 
Free.  for ONE month courtesy of THE 
Borg bundled Conners out 
of the final by serving better, 
volleying better and 
generally playing a better 
all-around attacking ame, 
And it was the same with 
Martins Navratilova--Little 
Miss Nowhere they call her 
here because she has left her 
native Czeehesiovakia nd 
hasn't obtained the United 
She hasn't seen her family 
since she left for the West 
three years ago and efforts 
to get them a visa to visit her 
have been unavailing. 
Evert, who reached the 
heights early--in he/' 24 
years he's already won two 
Wlmbledens plus the U.S. 
and French titles in her short 
career--canfessed to a slight 
her Australian partner, Ray 
Rulfels, 6-2, 6-2. Earlier, she 
had been beaten in the fourth 
rounds of both the women's 
singles and doubles. 
But King's track r~cord is 
a better one than Ryan's. 
Ryan won all her titles in 
doubles matches in the years 
between 1914-1934. 
We're 
If yOU wish your Business Phone ~ ~  d~d~l~ ii 
lis,ed for your customers please call . l ~ . m ' U ! U I  !i 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate head~gs and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andre repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event o~ an error 
appearing In the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements  must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Ad 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
~r~_ulreme0t for the work 
Involved. 
32." BICYCLES, " 
MOTORQYCLES 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Men-Fri .  mornings 
PUBLISHER 
Laurie Mallett 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 mth 12.00 
By Mail 6 mth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112-604.635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace.Kltlmat & District 
Thornhlll & Distrid 
Phone 635.6357 
48, SUITES 
:FOR RENT::: .... 
The Catholic Womens 
League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, the last Saturday in 
October, at Veritas Hall. 
August 26...Rummage Sale 
at Elks Hall from t0 tll 2 p.m. 
Sept. 13..+.First meeting of 
Fall session. Presidents 
Visit. 
November 4...Elks Hall Fall 
Bazaar. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
0 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635.3747 or 635.3023. 
A Heather.Tartan Society is 
being formed with the in. 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural interest and events. 
Interested i)ersons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
CLASSI~ lED RATES 
LOCAL'ONLY: ~ 
20 words or less 62.00 per 
.nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.5g per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertinn charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL. POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
COMING EVENTS AND 
NOTICES: 
No charge for Terrace, 
Klttmat and Thornhlll areas. 
Otherwise $3.00 per In- 
sertion. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge for write.up. $5.00 
charge for picture 
reproduction. Prepaid. 
CLASSIF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Bi r th ,  Engagements , ,  
Marriages, Memorials, 
Cards of Thanks, Letters of 
Appreciation •not exceeding 
10 lines $5.00 per insertion. 
Each additional line $.50 
daily. 
DEATH AND FUNERAL 
NOTICES: $6.00 for first 10 
lines and $.50 each additional 
line daily. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
3:00p.m.:. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of 65.00 on all 
N.S.F. chegues. 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services - 
• Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
Day Care for working 
people 
. Drop.in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
635.2265 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazltle Avenue. 
WANT E D DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
6a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There is help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635-)636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Men.: 0:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat, 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
Stock of Spring and Summer~ 
wear. Drop In on Saturdays 
from 11:00.4:30 p.m. 
The following Neigh- 
bourhood Watch Meetings 
havebeen scheduled. Please 
note specific areas for which 
these meetings are intended. 
Meetings wil l  be held 
throughout he summer and 
householders are en- 
couraged to attend meetings 
arranged for their respective 
areas. 
Monday, July 10, 1978 
7:30 p.m. 
At the Home of Mrs. Davis 
4911 Straume Ave. 
For 4900 block Scott and 
Straume Ave. and 3500 Bruce 
block. 
Tuesday, July !!, 1918 
0:00 p.m. 
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Wilmot 
4829 Walsh Ave. 
For 4800 block Walsh and 
Leen Avenue 
Wednesday, July 12, 1978 
8:00 p.m. 
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Moore 
4819 Tuck Ave. 
For 4800 block McConnell 
and 4800 block Tuck Ave. 
Monday, July 17, 1978 
7:30 p.m. 
At the home of Mr.and Mrs. 
Mac Klnnon 
4926 Welsh Ave. 
For the 4900 block Olson, 4900 
block Welsh, 3400 and 3500 
block Bruce. 
Tuesday, July 18, 1978 
7:30 p.m. 
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Edward Parry 
4901 Davis Ave. 
For the 4900 Davis block, 
Park block, Lazelle block, 
Grelg block, and Hwy. No. 
16. 
Wednesday, July 19, 1978 
8:00 p.m. 
At the Sacred Heart Church 
Meeting Room 
48)6 Straume Ave.. 
For the 4900 block Lazelle, 
Lambly, ; Jnd Caledonia 
Avenue. 
The following Neigh- 
beurhood Watch Meetings 
have been scheduled. Please 
note specific areas for which 
these meetings are intended. 
Meetings wil l  be held 
throughout he summer and 
householders are en- 
couraged to attend meetings 
arranged for their respective 
areas. 
Monday, July 10, 1976 
8:15 p.m. 
At the Terrace Little Theatre 
3625 Kalum Street 
For the Sunny Hill and North 
Kalum Parks, as well as the 
4400 block Soucie 
Tuesday, July 11, 1978 
7:30 p.m..  
At the Terrace Little Theatre 
3625 Kalum Street 
For the Cedar Grove Apts., 
the Kalum Gardens, 3500 and 
3600 Hanson Street, 4500 
Olson Avenue, 3400 Kalum 
Street, and 4500 Scott 
Avenue. 
Wednesday, July 12, 1978 
7:30 p.m. 
At the Kermode Friendship 
Centre 
4451 Grelg Avenue 
For the 4400 and 4500 Grelg 
Avenue, 4400 and 4500 
Lakelse Avenue, 4400 and 
4500 Lazelle, 4400 and 4500 
Park Avenue, 4500 block 
Litt le Avenue, and 4400 
Legion Street. 
Thursday, Jullf 13, 1976 
7:30 p.m. 
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
De Jong 
4827 Davis Avenue 
5keena Health Unit 
' 3215-2 Eby Street 
• i Terrace, B.C. 
t"' ~ 635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD, HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
- Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1: 30 - 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
. Held at Th0rnhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
'fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
peintment. 
- Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed. 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 . 4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing ca=e In the home for 
thosewho need it on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternonn at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Held at 4612 Greig Avenue. 
Hearing ests will be done by 
by referral from fami ly 
doctor or oommunlty health 
nurse. 638.1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave,  Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No.  205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabil itation done by 
consultant. 
Is your son Interested in 
Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop Is taking pre 
registration for September. 
Max number will be 24. If 
interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635-3553. Fees will be 
$20.00 per boy. Anyone in- 
terested In helping with 
Scouts please call . 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Councelling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638-8386 
Late Don Deane: 
For the 4800 Davis Avenue, Express sincere ap. 
4800 Lazelle Avenue, 4800 preciation to all friends and 
Park Av.enue, and 4800 block their kindness. During their 
High 16. 
Wednesday, July 19, 1978 
7:30 p.m,. 
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
West.Johnson 
2711 Skeena Street 
For the 2700 block Skeena 
Street, 2000 block" Skeena 
Street, 5200 and 5300 block 
Kelth Avenue, 5200 and 5300 
b lock  Haug land  
Avenue.Thursday, July 20, 
1978 
8:00 p.m. 
At the St. Matthews Anglican 
Church 
4726 Lazelle Avenue 
For the 4600 and 4700 Park 
Ave., 4700 block Lazelle 
Ave., and 4700 block Davis 
Ave. 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right.to. 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635-3164 
Carol at 635-$136 
Janna at 635.4503 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 10 who are in. 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
griefment, specially the 
Canadian Legion and for all 
those phone calls and letters 
and flowers. Dolly Deane 
and daughters Carolyn and 
Cindy. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Dr. L. Hays Veterinarian 
formally of Terrace Vet. 
Hospital is now located at 
4801 Highway 16 West next to 
AI & Mac for appointments 
call 635.2040 or 635.2544 (c20. 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies and 
Greenware, air brushing 
available • custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
. Hourly & Contract 
635-3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
RUPERT STEEU & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass all 
metals and batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open fill 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Phone 624-5639 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonabie rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrlgeratlen 
contract. 
House wiring. 
; 6~-5876 
(clf) 
Reprints of photos which 
appear In The Herald are 
now available through our 
office. 5x7 prlntsare $4 each 
and 8x10 prints are $6. 
Photos can be ready within 
48 hours from the time the 
order Is made. All reprints 
must be prepaid. For more 
Information drop Into our 
office at 3212 Kalum, or write 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 4B4. 
NORTHWEST COM- 
MUNITY COLLEGE ARTS 
AND SCIENCE AND 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
DIVISION CO.ORDINATOR 
OF ABORIGINAL STUDIES 
PROGRAM 
Applicants for this one 
year temporary faculty 
appointment, to commence 
on August 15, 1978, or as soon 
there after as possible, will 
preferrably have an MA or 
equivalent .and some ex- 
perience in Native 
Education. 
The Aboriginal Studies 
Program comprises a set of 
university transfer and 
general Interest course 
developed in conlunction 
with the Native people of the 
Northwest. The co- 
ordinator, in addition to 
teaching duties, is respon- 
sible for the ongoing ad. 
mlnistratlon, development 
and operation of the courses 
both In the Terrace campus 
and the outlying com- 
munities. The successful 
applicant wil l  have a good 
understanding of the cultural 
history of the tribal Natives 
of the area and be able to 
work closely with tr ibal  
representatives in the 
development of suitable 
curricula, workshops and 
programs. 
Salary will be according to 
the faculty scale and there is 
a ful l  range of fringe 
benefits. 
Application should be 
made by July 21 to: The 
Pr inc ipa l ,  Nor thwest  
Community College, Box 726, 
Terrace. 
(A2-3,5) 
VACANT POSITION 
Courtworker 
The native courtworker and 
counselling association of 
B.C. Is accepting ap- 
plications for the position of 
courtworker In the Hazelton 
area. First hand knowledge 
of local Indian language and 
culture would be an asset. 
Also helpful would be 
knowledge of court system 
and an ability to speak In 
court. Further training will 
be available. Please apply 
by letter with resume 
outlining past work record, 
education, reasons for ap- 
plying, etc. to: 
Mr. Emsley Bolton 
Box 455 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
VaJ 3P9 
Closing date: July 15, 1978. 
Required for Terrace a girl 
for general office work. A 
knowledge of accounting and 
accounts recelveable on 
accept. Remuneration will 
be commensurate with 
ability. Please reply in own 
handwriting to Box 1179, 
care of The Terrace-Kltlmat 
Dally Herald, Box 399, 
Terrace, B.C. (ctf) 
I 
Chambermaid. Permanent 
part time. Must be vvllllng to 
work weekends. Phone 635 
7216 (c5-5) 
Full or part.time. Here isan 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - $8 per hour. 
Training Is available. For 
Interviews Call Marnle 635. 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(ctf) 
Help Wanted: Bartender 
wanted. Here is a great 
opportunity for a young man 
to learn the hotel business. 
No experience necessary. 
Monthly salary above unl(~n 
wages. Working hours from 
6 to 1:30 p.m. Saturday and 
Sunday off. For more in- 
formation phone Prince 
Rupert 624-6142 Ask for 
Frank or Peter (aS-9) 
Office Sales Position: Hours 
are Monday to Friday. Some 
beekeeping exper ience 
would be helpful Phone 635- 
3396 (c2-6) 
2 bikes - 3 speed, boys, 
standard girls. 1 mini bike. 
Phone 635.7563 (p3-5) 
1977 Yamaha 100 Endure 
motor bike. Phone 635-3762 
(pS-S) 
or 
Sale: 1973 Yamaha, 650 
Special, good running 
condition, phone after 6:00, 
at 635-6030. Ask for Bart. 
(c5.0) 
For Sale: Refridgerator, 
chord organ and bench, 
miniature white poodle, 
male, 1 year. 630-1720 (c3-6) 
4 AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
rims,'GM-,Chev, Phone 635- 
5092 (ctf) 
Two fenders for Plymouth 
Valiant Duster In new 
condition. Going for only 
$100 Phone 635-2038 or 635- 
7937 What a deal. (c5.9) 
Good quality new ha)t for 
sale. $1.75 per bale picked up 
Phone 632.3022 (cS~9) 
Antique dining room set. 
Table 4 chairs and china 
cabinet, Fair condition. 
Best offer Phone 632.5928 
(c3.7) 
For Sale: 4 man raft "with 
engine mount. Phone 632. 
3643 (stf5-9) • 
30" Range Beatty Harvest 
Gold 1 yr. old, Rotlsary 
perfect working condflon. 
Asking $275,00, phone 635. 
3706. (c5.8). 
One utility trailer with long 
reach, good condition. Price 
$150.00. 600 16-4 ply tires. 
phone 635.2640. (p2.5) 
Bedroom suite for rent. 
Near town, fridge and stove. 
partially furnished. Phone 
63~.9460. (p.4.6) 
2 bedroom basement suite 
for rent. Frldge and stove. 
Specially for married 
couple. No pets. For In- 
formation call 635.4697 (p5.9) 
Office Space for Rent: 2700 3 bedroom house In lawn, 
sq. ft. on Grelg Ave., Pheasant ST., full basement, 
Reasonable rent. Lease green house and garden, 
available. Phone 635.7266. asking $49,000. Phone 635- 
(ctf) 7796 .(p$-7). 
I For Sale: I bedroom split~ 
Ilevel - bench area. 4 year t
I le::t at 10~4 percenl I 
11 assumahle mortgage. More I
I intormatinfl 635.3320 after 
Willing to babysit I or 2 j pm (plO 10) l 
children. Weekdays. Nice 
home with large fenced . . . . . . . . . . . .  
backyard. Phone 632-2007 
(c10-12) 
- -I am looking for work. 
Phone 635.2010 or 638.1177 
and leave message for Dave 
(p.5.9) 
Caledonia student looking 
for part-time work. Will do 
odd jobs. Phone 635.2010 or 
else 630.1177, and leave a 
message. 
Cesepeake Bay Retrelver 
pups for sale. Phone eves 
846.5343 Telkwa. (c5-61 
2 horses for sale Aiso 2 
saddles. For ~Jrther in- 
formation 635.787b (o5.9) 
20' flbreglass over p~'ywood 
hull for sale. Asking $500 
Phone 635-9480 (p20-15) 
Small fibreglass sailboat for 
sale. Phone 798.2566 
(Lakelse Lake). (p5-9) 
D4D Cat winch blade and 
canopy. Good condition. 849. 
5459 (p10-9) 
For Sale: 6 h.p. Evinrude 
outboard motor and 12' 
cartop boat. - Will sell 
separately. Van travel  Private Entrance Fur- 
Scoop 30" Admiral electric nished sleeping room for 
range. Harvest gold. Like rent. With kih~hertette. 
new back pack. Chllds car Everyth ing  s,.,pplied, 
seat. Utility type trader, bathroom for year con- 
Ca11635-5647 after 5 p.m. (p3. venience. Near town. Very 
7) reasonable. Phone 635 4013 
24' bale elevator with 8' 
extension complete with 3 
h.p. gas engine. Suitable for 
raising shakes or shingles. 
Has had very liflle use. Only 
$22S or best offer. Write Box 
714 Terrace (c7.11) 
For Sale: Paper (roll ends) 
and waste.paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up by the lot at 
the Herald office. 
Aluminum Canopy to fit 
crewcab fully insulated with 
roof vent. Phone 635.3032 or 
635-5572 (p10-9) 
Girl gulde cookies for sale 
Phone 635.3260 or 635.3294 or 
635.7762 We will deliver. 
(p10-9) 
b 
For Sale: Hay shortage 
order now prime horse hay 
in the field or barn. Call 047. 
3165 To arrange for pickup 
tim,:.. 
Lay ing  ch ickens ,  
dehumidifier, reclining chair, 
2 radials and rims for V.W. 
van. Phone 635.5290 (ctf) 
For Sale or rent with option to 
buy partially furnished 12x60 
mobile home in local park, 
1977 Yamaha 100 Endure 
motor bike. Phone 635.3762 or 
635.6565 (p5-5) 
Hang Glider : Mev Ler - 20' 
span Del ta  Wing. New 
centre spar. Good condition, 
647-2739 (c10.6) 
Fo~" Sale: 20" RCA color TV, 
Excellent condition, Dish- 
washer. Like new, Organ 
with emphaslzer B&W TV 
~35-2362 (A10.12) 
For ~ale for owner • 5 
bed:' ..,ore home Most 
desi,able lee.alien, com- 
plete~v redecorated inside 
plus all  m,~v expensive 
carpets. :',trpHrt and sun. 
deck Lr, vel~ feature wall 
and white t l r t *p laL ,~ in l ivi,g 
room Brand t~VW "=4tur,"JJ 
gas nearing and hot .~ate r. 
Large ~ec room with 
cablevlsion plug. Cash to 
Royal Bank 10 ~` mortgage. 
Buyer could assume mor- 
tqage and save on appraisal 
fees. For more information 
on this beautiful home phone 
635-5086 after 6 p.m. (p3-7) 
For Sale on Bench. By 
owner. Custom built house, 2 
fireplaces, 2 full baths, 
carport, and sundeck. 
Bonner St. Phone 635.6905 
(10.11) 
3 bedroom home on 
Skoglun ~. Large garden 
area) fuhy wired,  party'  
finished tmsement, enclosed 
garage, triage, stove, drapes 
included. 635-9277 (p5.22) 
For Sale: 2 bedroom house 
basement ~mflnished. Wood 
stove plus electric heat. 5311 
Hepple 635 9488 (plm lull5) 
For Sale ~ bedroom house 
basement .=nt,nlshed. Weed 
• stove plus electric heat. 5211 
Hepple 635.9488 (plm jul 10) 
House for sale. 3 bedroom 
bungalo, electric heat, 
garage with workshop, wall 
to wall carpel ~h~oughnt,. 
view a~ 51 Eagle. After 5.Orj 
p.m. (c5.7). 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
maintain, willing to rent or 
lease, refere~es, security 
deposit, mature family of 
three. Refer inquirien to The 
anytime. (c3.7) Herald Box 1178, Terrace, 
. . . . .  B,C. (etf) 
For Rent: Cabin ~.t Lakel~e 
Lake. East side, water 
access only. For the month~ 
of July and August. Phone 
790-2566 (p5-9) 
House for Rent: 3 bedrooms. 
Close to town. Available. 
July 15 635-7261 or 635.7318 
(c3.7) 
2 bedroom suite for rent. No 
pets, phone 635.2978 or view 
at 4738 Welsh. (c4.7) 
For rent: 3 bedroom un- 
furnished duplex, available 
August 1 638.8278 (c14.16) 
Boarding homes for high 
school students to attend 
school in Terrace from 
September 78 to June 30, 1979 
room and board rate $175 per 
month. For further in- 
farina'ion DIAL 635.7127 local 
19 (c20 201 
Wanted *c qe~t. Do you need 
~omeone reizable to house sit 
your h~me while your are on 
holiday, ..rod help you pay for 
your ~acatlon, and give us 
somewhere ~o rest our 
heads. References. Tran. 
sferred by Gc,...rnment, 2 
adults, 2 childrer, 16 & 11 
(housebroken). Needed 
from July 15 to Aug. 15aswe 
are buying, 638.6191, ask for 
Edna. (c3.5) 
Wanted: house to rent, 1. 2 
bedrooms, p re fer rab ly  
basement, have dog and lots 
of.plarts Reply Box 1100. 
care o~ T~p Herald, Box 399, 
Terrace, E C (c5.7) 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26 '1 x 36" 
12 sheets enl;-  3 .75  
Suitable for roofing 
Tile DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terraoe 
1.5acres. All year spring fed 
creek. Very secluded and 
nicely treed. One mile from 
to~/n. Asking $11,900. Write 
Box 714 Terrace. (c7.11) 
75' by 100' lot on exactly 
water system in Thornhlll. 
Included all services, water, 
hydro,  dr iveway,  fenced 
yard. Open to offers. 635. 
4692 (c5-9) 
1969 Dodge ~/~ T PU, V8, 4 
speed trans, posl trac dif- 
ferential. New rear tires, 
spare parts, motor lrans, 
etc. $1,000 or best offqr. 635- 
5339 (ctfl 
1967 Thunderbird 4 door, 390 
cu. inch, power windows, 
brakes, and steering, good 
Condition. Asking $1500. call 
after 5p.m. Phone 635.4314. 
(p3:5) 
74 Charger V8, power 
steering and brakes, air 
conditioning. Low mileage 
635-7691 (p10-11) 
For sale, 1971 Ford Pinto, 
Excellent Condition. Asking 
$900or best offer. Phone 635- 
5628. (p5-7) 
'68 VW Beetle, $600.00, very 
good all around except 
transmission needs work. 
Granisle, 697.6205, anytime 
after noon Saturday. (c2.5) 
For Sale: 1974 Canary 
Yellow Pontiac Flreblrd. 
A super sporls car and in 
excellent shape. $3,500. 
Phone 638.1507. (c.4.9). 
1977 Ford 150 window van, 1 
way windows, p.s., p.b., 3512 
captain chairs. Custom built 
and bench feet. Complete 
rust proofing and spray foam 
insulation. Luxuries ceiling 
to floor carpeting. Ice box, 
high output heater. Rear 
roofvent. 8,000 Call 632.3881 
(c5.9) 
1974 International V= ton 4 
speed, radio, canopy, new 
tires, 37,000 miles, can view 
at 5116 Graham Ave., or call 
635-3564 or 635-6165 (Imth 
j110-au10) 
1975 Flreblrd, low mileage. 
Asking $4,000 Phone 632.6379 
(C5-9)~ .,,,. 'b.,,:, ' . . . .  ' 
1973 Ford F.100 PU auto, 
p.s., p.b., radials, dual tanks, 
low mileage, $2600 or best 
offer. Phone 635-6815or view 
at 12-4625 Graham Ave. (p5. 
9) 
1975 Chev Manda 2x2 auto, 
p,s.," p,b,, only 19,000 miles. 
Excellent shape. Radial 
tires and tach. Asking $3600 
or best offer. Pha~le 635-6815 
or view at 12-4625 Graham 
Avenue. (p5.9] 
For Sale: 12x60 Country 
Lane Mobile Home. 10x16 
ioey shack. Set up and 
skirted. In local trailer park. 
Phone 635.4894 (p5.9) 
Ore bedroom trai ler for rent. 
Fridge and stove and table 
and chairs. Joey shack. $100 
a month. Westerhos 
Apartments. Nelson Road. 
New Remo. 635.6904 (c3-7) 
For Sale: Four 1971 12'x52', 
two bedroom semi-furnished 
Sofeway trailers. Complete 
with axles, wheels, fuel 
tanks and blocking, Asking 
$6,000 each, Call 636.2660 J.
Hutchings, Box 727, Stewart, 
B.C. (plm.10) 
i l  ii 
56' Safeway doublewide. 
Includes all major  ap. 
pllances, large garden shed 
~nd fencing. 3 bedrc, oms, 2 
full bath, and fireplace. Set 
up and fully skirted in 
cedar. View at No. 31.4619 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Tra i ler  Park  
Phone 635.9429. (ctf) 
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paramont house trailer with 
fireplace near stores and 
schools, on private lot. Rent 
$255. per month with option 
to buy or purchase $9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
second morgage if nec. 
Phone 112-762-4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gen Del, Win- 
field, B.C. (ctf) 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up and skirted In 
trailer court in town. Will 
sell furnished or un- 
furr,ished. Phone 635.9046 
even. (p10.Jul) 
RecreatlQn Vehicle for sale, 
1S' travel trailer, excellet~t 
condition. $12o0. Very firm, 
phone 632.2807 (c5.7) 
i' MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile homes from 
as low as $100.00 down, 
O.A,C. 
Set up and delivered 
trades welcome 
Phone collect 591-5101 
(eft 
III 
Must SII -12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
'serviced, clear title lot on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhi l l .  
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635-7117 (ctf) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom Deluxe 
mobile home. Would sell 
alone (to be moved) or with 
lot. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Phone 635-5605. 
(c-4,5,6) 
For Sale: 1968 10x36 Im- 
perial trailer. Comes fur- 
nished and is in good coh- 
dltjon. Asking price $3,000 
phone 635.7660 (c10.9) 
Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
etc. No.I Pine Park phone 
635-3246 (clm-Ju 17) 
REPOSSESSIONS 
We have a limited number of 
12', 14', and 24' wide in ex- 
cellent condition. 
NO DOWN 
PAYMENT 
Purchase includes delivery, 
set up and furniture. (On 
approved credit). 
If you qualify we will fly 
you in at our expense. 
Hurry ! • These won't last ! 
Call our credit manager 
collect at 437.4311 
Tor.Sfar 
Mobile Homes 
835 Granville 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z 1 K7 
(c10.6) 
Sealed tenders for the 
fo l lowing stand tending 
contract(s) wil l  be received 
by the District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rup'ert, B.C.; "oil=the ' dates 
sh'own ,below. . . : , ' ,  ' " .' " 
1. Contract ST 1031-2.6 JS 
Located Nalbeelah Creek 
Ranger Distr ict  K l t imat  
Number of hectares 16.35 
Viewing date July 17, 1978, 
leaving Ranger Station at 
9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
stand tending site prior to 
submlfllng a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 3:30 p:m. July 28, 
1978. 
Tenders must be sub- 
mitted on the form and in the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) indicated, or 
from the District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
(c5.9) 
-°1 {Idtll  P..4  ma Forests 
TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A-09965 
THERE will be offered for.  
sale at public auction by the 
Forest Ranger at Kltwanga, 
B.C.,' at 11:00 a.m.  on 
Friday, July 28, 1978, the 
Licorice A.09965, to cut 435. 
960 cubic feet of Cedar and 
trees of other species located 
west side Klfwanga Lake, 
South of D.L. 2967 Casslar. 
Two (2) years will be 
al lowed for removal  of 
timber. "The successful 
tenderer will not be con. 
sidered as an established 
licensee for the purpose of 
applying for further t imber 
within the Skeena Public 
Sustained-yield Unit." 
Provided anyone who is 
unable fo attend the auction 
in person may submit a 
sealed tender, to be opened 
at the hour of auction and 
treated as one bid. 
Particulars may be ob. 
talned from the Distr ict  
Forester, Market  Place, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J I B9 
or the Forest Ranger, Kit. 
wanga, B.C.. V0J 2AO. (c1.5) 
FISHERMEN THREATEN 
WEYMOUTH England 
(CP) --  Fishermen who 
threatened to sail their boats 
into the middle of a firing 
range to halt a fourday 
military demonstration, 
have been told by defence 
chiefs that the demon- 
stration will not be can- 
celled, 
f =,| i •('• 
Invitation to Tender 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
Court House, Terrace, B.C. 
for Paving Parking Area wil l  
be received up to 3:00 p.m. 
local time the 3rd day of 
Augu.st, 19~8, and those 
avai lableat hat t imewi l l  be 
opened in public at 
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
Buildlhgs Corporation 
4027 Kelth Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Tuesday July I1 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars ay, read the forecast 
given for your birth Sign. 
ARIES 
IMar. 21 to Apr. 20)¢~1~__.~ 
Skepticism could defeat the 
fully charged action this day 
deserves. Believe in yourself 
and in your goals -- and keep 
forging ahead. 
TAURUS ~ ~. f . ,  
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Tendering documents may . Stellar influences now favor 
be obtained at the above novel pursuits, imaginative 
address after 9:00 a.m. on revitalization of all interests. 
the 10 day of July 1978.  Display your talents in 
Tenders must be filed on marketable areas. 
the forms provided, In GEMINI ~ -  
sealed, c lear ly  marked (May 22 to June 21) 11[ 
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 4111 Lakels. LAKELSE PHARHAOY .,.,=. l 
FL Y REPELLANT, BEACH TO }'S, SUNGL4SSES 
1_ and prompt prescription! serrices 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN.  
w,r- Ipr /j ,, ,r 
MIf~HI"Y  ROBS~. . .  . . . ~  % ~ l COAHMAN~,5# FT//~x., 8~LL 'OWIN~.  J 
By Stan Lee and John  Romi ta  
IT HAPPENED/  ~ ASP  NOW I ' i . L~ 
YOU OV~RLOAP~P)  6HUT YOU UPy/~ 
envelopes. Avoid being led astray by 
The lowest or any Tender those who are heedless of 
will not necessarily be no" consequences, careless of 
copied, responsibility. You will face 
(i110,11) more distractions than you 
think, so keep up' your guard. 
CANCER 
(June 22 to July 23) ~ 
Express your ideas and 
opiulousdiscreetly but firmly. 
For Lease 
Retail and-or warehouse 
space centrally located st 
street level in Terrace. In 
total 4741 square feet. 
Formerly Used as equip• 
ment sales and repair shop. 
For complete information 
contact Pruden and Currle 
(1976) Ltd. 635-6142 or write 
M48 Lakolse Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. 
(JI1.Aul A) 
Recreation Vehicle for sale: 
15' travel trailer. Excellent 
condition $1200. Very firm. 
Phone 632-2007 (c5.9) 
22' River boat and trailer. 
Can vow at 5116 Graham 
Ave. or call 635.3564 or 635- 
6166 (jl l0.aul0) 
1967 19' travel trailer 635-3100 
17' travel  t ra i le r  wi th  
frldge, stove, & heater, 
sleeps 6, excellent condition, 
635-7585 or 635.2567 (c3-5) 
Don't leave stones unturned 
which may have gems beneath. CATF ISH by Roger Bollen & GaryPeterman 
A generally good day -- IF you 
, *0  I{(l   l  llllllllnllll//ll till 
,ou rarely imitate. ' I FOi  YO01 /I I THA'rt:5 C AY,.. 
preferring to produce in your i ( ~L~L']'~(~0~ 
own way. However, this day will ~ "~ 
require "more attention to 
(Aug.°thers' meth°ds and know'how' I @  ~ . /~ 1 ; ~ V I R G O A  conservaive24 to Sept. and'tl~'prudent ' r~-- o.__! i,=. 
dency attitude will kBe e p especially you from ~ ~ ~  going overboard through 
misguided optimism -- a ten- . . _  
now I 
cautious in romantic matters, 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 24 to Oet. m 
Stars warn against 
vaeiUating, changing plans or 
prolects before they have been 
given a chance to prove their 
worth. Be steadfast, optimistic. 
SCORP,O m,g " 
(Oct. 24 t o NOV. 22) 
Great activity indicated in 
your area-- which should prove 
highly stimulating. Especially 
favored: business interests, 
community projects, travel 
SHARP SHOP AT REDS BILLIARDS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Enjoy Billiards? ...... Vi;.sit Red's Billao:  r  ds ..................... 
THE WIZARD OF  ID 
asking $1,500 (p5-5) plans. 
Edson 8' SAGITrARIUS X~"-~I~F- Camper 1975 
Camper, C-W 15,000 BTU (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Personal relationships should 
furnace. Phone 638.1121 (stf) be most congenial now. In fact, 
r 
some of your brighter and more 
amusing companiens codd give 
you some stimulating ideas. 
CAPRICORN "V ' J@ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Place your confidence in hard 
14' travel trai ler 1 .year old facts rather than "feelings" 
used only 3" limes, 3 :way" and, in discussions with others, 
frldge, furnace, 3 burner don't be overly imaginative, DOONESBURY 
stove, 2way light In separate You could read too much into 
toilet, llke new condition, thelr words. 
phone 635-9404 (ci0-13) AQUARIUS ~,~,  
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
8' Edson Camper for sale, . Though many avenues to 
1976 model, 3 way trldge, advancement xist, youCOULD 
stove 632.7643. (c5-7). throw a wrench into the 
machinery if your attitudes are 
suspicious, your approaches 
tactless. Beware! 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Friendly Neptune influences. 
Not only should routine matters 
go well, but you may even have 
an opportunity to cash in on an 
avocational skill. 
YOU BORN TODAY have -- 
unlike most persons born under 
your Sign -- an extremely 
outgoing nature and love the 
limelight, The stage, therefore, 
is a natural outlet for the ex- 
pression of your personality, 
However, there are other fields 
in which these characlerlsties 
could prove outstanding assets, 
notably in the legal profession, 
which could lead to politics or 
statesmanship; en the lecture 
platform or, if you have a 
religious bent, as many Can- 
cerians have, you could become 
a most eloquent clergyman. 
Highly articulate, you could 
also succeed as a writer or 
teacher. If business attracts 
yeu, merchandising would be 
your best bet. Traits to curb: 
jealousy and excessive 
materialism. Birthdate of: John 
Quincy Adams, 6th Pres,, 
U,S.A.; John Wanamaker, 
Amer, merchant; Yul Bryaner, 
actor, 
"~,1978 King Featt~res Syndicate,' Inc. 
IT'~ A HOT SEAT 
ASHFORD, England (CP) 
-- A thief who used the toilet 
at a tire sales depot in this 
Middlesex town walked off 
with a toilet seat worth &7, 
PLAY FAIR 
YAXLEY, En.qland (CP) 
-- Brickyard worker 
Thomas Hancock directed in 
his will that to avoid a family 
squabble after his death his 
seven gro~n-up sons should 
hold al lucky dip for his gold 
watch. 
L. 
The original tales of Mother 
Goose -before the nursery 
rhymes-were  moral tales 
warn ing  at the dangers of 
cur ios i ty  and trespassing. 
T~r~ E , l~  r -~, ,~ ,  [ ~;iNi ~ ~,~TY I - -~: : :~  ~11~ WITHOUT~; IN  
.6 
I Ng47'P 5 /¢~70 ~0 7g~ INTf.-RVI~/! 
.Z'M ~OIA~ TO FLY 
I~ IVY.K? "/'O NAFHINU"fON 
Does your building need 
exterior painting? Call 635- 
4906 Kermode Fr iendship 
Centre. LEave name and 
phone number for Terry. 
Free Estimate. (stf) 
'~lvorcel $100. plus filing 
tees. Obtain your lawyer 
supervised divorce over the 
phone • fastl Call Self- 
Counsel Services toll free 
112.000.663-3007. Chargex 
and Mastercharge accepted. 
(4-13) 
SOIL EXPERTS VIST 
TWEED, Ont. (CP) - -  
About 20 soil scientists from 
Britain, the Soviet Union, 
Germany and other 
European countries were 
given a tour of part of the Ca- 
indian Shield by the Tweed 
office of the Ontario ministry 
ot natural resources, The 
scientists topped in Tweed 
before going to Edmonton 
for a congress on soil 
sciences, 
CHILE BUYS' AIRCRAFT 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Two 
more de Havilland Aircraft 
of Canada Twin Otter air- 
craft were shipped to the 
Chilean Air Force this year, 
Several Twin Otters are in 
service with the Chilean Air 
Force in what Canadian 
government officials ay is a 
c iv i l i an  passenger -  
transportation role. 
BAN DEMANDED 
London (CP) -- Supporters 
of a national campaign to 
make playgrounds safer 
demanded a ban on the 
popular ockinghorse, ocean 
wave and plank swing in a 
recent report, Tme report 
says that an estimated 
15o,00o to 250,000 deaths and 
serious injuries occur in 
playgrounds each year, 
LEAVE EMPI'Y.HANDED 
London ICE) - .  "Be 
prepared to leave empty- 
handed" will soon be the 
message in doctor's offices 
all o~c~" the country, Posters 
with the: slogan will be put up 
as part of a campaing to cut 
Britain's rising drug bill by 
giving out fewer pills, 
by Brant  parker  and Johnny har t  
AVE iT, 
L d iEE  H j 
:)y Garry Trudeau 
YOU'/~ A IJV5 P.~v~F./ !2L 
601N~ JUS/'t/OOK 7HE MI/~ 
ALL Y/~ UP TO A mON~, A~ 
NAY PON~ YOUCAN ~ Yg~ 
7 /~ ? S/~d FROH ~C~ I~J~. 
NE?/VO~, WAft 
/I M//vUT~, ~ ! 5UP-~ 
THAT'5 PUBIJC AF- YOU CAN! 
FA/P,5!Z'CAN'T//A#- ~O'OI~T 
D/.~A R.~-/0/~f--#R'~ 
/ 
/1 
fOR .:: .,'/,6 hE'rH~-re 
/O~ON M~O.t;, vOtl~/N 
\ _ .-. ,. ,~f ~,t,/f..~. 
",i. .,~ " ",, 
,, ". i' 
.i ~,i~ q~ I,,/...' " "_',; .... ,. 
~-~ "~/  '.: ..... ~ ' l  .I 
EVERYONE 
NEEDS TREES 
TOLIVE ! 
TREES_A GROWING CONCERN 
A .  CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
AND YOUR PROVINCIAL FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
• ,,°,=% 
, SUPER.  lunar 
For 
1it:=1' /tll 
P 
o 
"I'm not going to listen to you if you keep calling 
me Spllefa¢e," 
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News From the Skeena Health Unit 
By R. Seltenrich, C.P.H.I. 
..This column is to discuss topical preventative health 
matters. Items discussed here may raise questions which 1 
will attempt to answer In future columns. 
• .To start with, the staff at the Skeena Health Unit will be 
supplying me with my information on their particulars in the 
preventative health field, Among the-staff are first and 
foremost, our Medieal Director, then Public Health In. 
spection staff, nursing staff, audiologist, speech therapist 
and dental hygienist. We also have available to us, con- 
sultsnts in our own particulur field, as well as public health 
engineers, health education and administrative consultants. 
Finally, the glue that provides the cohesive factor in the 
entire urganlzatinp is the clerical support staff without which 
the whole system would fail to function. This is a brief outline 
of the staff that is available to you, the public when you have 
prohlems in the preventative health field. 
..Now on to other matters. Recently, salmonella was 
detected in clams near Port Clements. While the strain of 
salmonella was NOT the one which causes typhoid fever, the 
organism would still cause a gastro-intestinal disorder. As 
well, the residents of northern British Columbia should be 
aware that the north coast of B.C. is closed to shellfish 
gathering because of red tide which la caused by an organism 
called Gonyaulax. Tlda red tide can occur without warning 
and can leave the shellfish dangerous for up to one year 
following the red tide. 
..in Prince Rupert hin last week a rat problem has surfaced. 
The extent of this problem has developed fully and 
preventative measurea re now underway. First, the main 
thrust of a rat control program in the residential reas of any 
community where a rat problem exists, is to have clean and 
tidy premises where there is no food or shelter available for 
the ubiquitous rat, The second part of  the rat control 
program, once the food and shelter problem is solved, is to 
provide the rat with poison bait which hungry rats will accept 
more easily, This will clean up the present population of 
rodents and allow for a healthier environment in which to 
live. Following these guidelines, the Mlnioter of Health, in 
conjunction with the City of Prince Rupert, Is asking for the 
cooperation of the residents nnd the businessmen of Prince 
Rupert o help correct his present problem. A few weeks 
now of extended effort on this problem will save thousands of
dollars in damage caused by the rats. 
• .This bas been a first in the series of columns of which will 
help outline to you the public, the facilities that are available, 
what the Health Unit ean provide for you, and where you can 
receive help for year particular problem, 
,, We will also be describing toyou what we cannot do and we 
will also try to answer any of your questioas that have come 
to mind, If any el you have anyparticular questions, you 
should address them to: 
,,Chief Public Health Inspector, Skeena Health Unit, 333 5th 
Street, Prince Rupert, B,C. 
HEALTH UNIT OFFICES 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
TERRACE 
. .The following is the most recent list of the Terrace offices, 
their addresses and telephone numbers: 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT: 
..District Nurses 
.. Immunization Adult and Child Public Health Nursing 
Serlces 
Pro.school and schoci health 3215-2 Eby Street, 
Terrace. ,. Prenatal and Postn'Atai care 
Communicable Disease Telephone: 635-6307 
Venereal Dtease 
Public Health Inspection 
Sanitation and Environmental 
Services 
Speech and Hearing Division: 
Aid to Handicapped Programme: 
Long Term Care Programme: 
3215-2 Eby Street, 
Terrace 
Telephone: 635-630~ 
4612 Greig Avenue 
Terrace 
Telephone: 635-1155 
205-4721 Lazell Ave., 
Terrace 
Telephone: 635-9196 of 919~ 
205.4721 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace 
Telephone: 635-9196 or 9167 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE  
CAHAVENTURE 
MERCURY '=,',' YAMAHA 
(oulboard DOLMAR 
motorsl (chain saws) 
• • H0ui'S: Mon~- Sat. 0-~ 
Dealer Licence 
4946 Greig Number o2m3A 635-5929 
SKEEHA VALLEY 
RENTALS,, , .  
Most Anything - Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY-IN DIVIDUALS 
Hours: Mon.. Sat. 8.6 
635-7417 4946 Oreig Avenue Phone 635-7417 
Terrace Electrode Repairs Lid, 
SERVIH6 TERRAOE & KITIMAT 
,O .~ SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
~ e  Warranty Depot for 
l ie ~ Zenith, Phillips, H]tachi, 
Sylvania 
MeN..  SAT. O a.m. - 5 p.m. 
4908 Graha m "635.4543 
, K ITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION 
MOULDED COUNT£RTOPS • 
Kywooo 
BRAD REESE 
,R~A ,ANAGER I~,.  ABINETS 
869 - 5"rH AVENUE 1 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. V2L  3K5 
BUS. 564 ,14Go 
RES. 5e2 .2zo!  
(NORTHERN) LTD. 
FREE EST IMATES 
i 
30Ton Truck. Hydraulic Cranes - 20 Ton R.T. 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
BOB HI E SH. 624-6283 Prince Rupert 638.8195 
" ANSWERING, SKEENA CRANE PAGING, 
" - . . . . . .  MONITORING OR 
SERVI I )E$ LTD, PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE  
TERRACE 638-1555 4+03.DParkAvenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG1V5 
CHARTER: SUZUKI Motorcycles and OEEP SEA SAILBOAT ~b.  
~ii~a•+~==la~ ;m =sl~Ab MINMII Coastal Cruising, Diving, ~ ., 
- - . - . . . . . , . .  , . . ,u~n .v . , .  FullEqulpped " ~ ~  
~_% Learn to Water Ski at 
" . + ~ ~ .  r .... ,A~--+ ~ Lakelse Lake. ~ i l~ , .  "~" 
~m~: J i -~ l=~ j ' ."~ : ~ I Reasonable Rates  ~ ' . i .  " 
Terrioe Equipment Sales Lid, ~ i  mE~~TSALES&CSARTnRS 
4441 Lakelse 635.6384 ~-- : -=~ Phone 796-2267 
Dealer No. 01249A , SUZUKI GOES THE DISTANCE! at WaterLIly Bay Resort 
i FJH . ,  .+:: Ii 
I I I ~]~il~'.~= "~" YellowheadSecuritlesSystemsLtd, 
I " " ' "  635 3936 I I +. 
¢OHCRETE " " " 
I CUSTOM CONCRETE PROD, I I ~',~1~z".'~ "vmuE : • PHONE ~604 635 3863 
• VBG3N5 OR 604 635 3861 I ..,,r..,,O,a,n,ook II 
I " 
Oall us a! 636-6367 9 to § 
HARDWARE STORES 
~[ B!  ~.  /IW n a~l Jr 
GORDON 
AND 
ANDERSON 
T.V. 6aIDE 
All listings subject Is change without notice, 
Illlllilllllllllglllilllllllllllllllllllllilllillliillm~il 
Monday, July 10 5 p,m, to midnight 
14s 
7 ii, 
145 
I 14s 
KING 
(NBC) 
t 
Newlywed 
Game 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
Seattle 
Tonight 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Little House 
on Prairie 
Little House 
on Prairie 
Men. Night 
at the Movies 
In lhe Glitter 
Palace 
Chad Everett 
Diana Scarwld 
David Wayne 
News 
News 
Tonight 
Show 
Tonight 
Show 
Tonight 
Show 
CFTK 
(CB~) 
FIInstones 
FIInstones 
Mary Tyler 
Moore 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Little House 
on Prairie 
Little House 
on Prairie 
Happy Days 
Happy Days 
Rene 
Simard 
MASH 
MASH 
Three's 
Company 
News 
Magazine 
Barney 
Miller 
The 
National 
Night 
Final 
The I~edln .... 
Line 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
Emergency 
Emergency 
Gong 
Show 
i 
News 
Hour 
News 
Hour 
Bobby Vinton 
Bobby Vinton 
Headline 
Hunters 
6 Million 
Dollar Man 
Cont. 
Cont, 
Men. Night 
Movie 
To be 
Announced 
cont. 
cont. 
CTV 
News 
News Hour 
Final 
Late Show 
Island 
of Despair 
KCTS 
I PBS) 
Mi*. ' t ' r  Nogers  
MI: ter Rogvr. ~ 
Ele,'tric 
Cor:'.panv 
i 
ZOo;i,, 
ZO(Hl l  
OV4'" 
Eat,+ 
i J 
MacNeil 
Lehrer 
World 
War l 
Shades of 
Greene 
Shades of 
Greene 
In Perf. 
at Wolf Trap 
Benny 
Goodman 
Onedin 
Line 
Onedin 
Line 
'Dick Cavett 
Dick Cavett 
Thomas 
Remembers 
Sign Off 
Tuesday, Ju ly l l  
:30 
I i "45 
13o 
l ! I I :45 
l 2 :00  • :15 
:30 
l I :45 
t, ° 
10 a,m, to 5 p,m, 
The New 
High Rollers 
Wheel of 
Fortune 
Card 
Sharks 
Gong 
Show 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days of 
Our Lives 
Days of 
Our Lives 
The 
Doctors 
Another 
World 
Another 
World 
Bonjour 
Friendly Giant 
Mr, Dressup 
Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
Street 
1 Dream 
of Jeannle 
Ryan's 
Hope 
Bob 
McLean 
Bob 
M cLean 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Edge of 
Night 
Jean 
Cannem 
Definition 
Definition 
Kareen's 
Yoga 
It's Your 
Move 
Noon 
News 
Movie 
MAt!nee 
Darling 
Lill 
.~  Another 
: 15 World 
: 3O Another 
145 World 
po lce  IS 
k lgt ' . l  
Love. el 
Life 
Young 8, 
Restless 
Search for 
Tomorrov~ 
Eyewitness 
News 
As the 
World, 
Turns 
cont 
Guiding 
Llqht 
Guldlog 
Light ' 
All In lhe 
Famly 
i 
8 I k .00 Movie High Alan Dlnahl 
M F :15 The Rise Hopes Hamel Dlnahl 
k 130 and Fall 30 from Alan cont. 
~1 F :45 of Legs Halifax Hamel cont. 
l .00 Diamond " Nic N' Lucy I Sesmne 
I :15 cont. Pie Show I Street 
L I :30 Cont. One Nthn. Emergency I Sesame 
I 145 cont. Summer Emergency . - L  Street . 
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v "~"  i I Ind 
• , • 
• 40 CHANNEL [] Switchable automatic noise l im,ter • 
-: 2-WAY CB RADIO andb lanker ,  i 
1 ~ ~ - - , .  ~ [ ]  Controls for squelch, RF gain and • 
II • 
• ~ ~ U ~ Delta tuning. • 
• I~  U qhlF ~ f 'an' • • ~ ~  [ ]  Modulat ion andt ransmi t t in ' , "  I ;  • 
= V qlU [] PA/CBSw.ch. : 
&l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l t l l l g l l  IIINIIIIIIII':P,~IIIMIIlIIlIIIll l l l l n l  
Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
Store Hours: 
II LU l l r~  1 Tues,-Sat, 9a,m,.§,3Op.rn, ('IIAll(;t:X 
Friday 9a.m,-9p,m, VISA 
CLOSED MONDAY 
